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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen is one of the best fuels because of its high calorific value and 
environmental friendliness. However, because o f its low density, it has storage problems 
such as high pressure, large volume requirements, heavy weight and safely risks; this 
quality prevents its wide usage and commercialization.
Researchers have found that some metal/inter-metallic compounds/alloys, such as 
Mg, La, LaNi5, ZrV2 , Mg2Ni and Ti2Ni, can react with hydrogen and attain relatively 
large amounts of hydrogen at a relatively low pressure and near normal temperature. 
Under certain conditions, hydride can desorb hydrogen quickly. Thus, the metal- 
hydrogen reaction could be a practical means for hydrogen storage, yet some critical 
issues, including the amount of hydrogen absorbed/desorbed, thermal stability o f the 
hydride, hydrating/dehydrating kinetics, thermodynamical, thermophysical properties, 
need to be addressed. This dissertation attempts to simulate the hydrogen 
absorption/desorption processes in cylindrical metal-hydrogen reactors and, hence, 
answer some of these issues.
We first considered a two-dimensional (2D) mathematical model that governed 
the heat and mass transfer in a cylindrical reactor due to the symmetry of the reactor. The 
model included mass conservation, momentum equations, energy conservation, and 
absorption/desorption rates in porous hydride. As such, a system of mathematical 
equations was obtained which described the evolution of temperature, density of
hydrogen gas, density o f hydride, velocity of hydrogen gas, and pressure of hydrogen gas, 
as well as the absorption/desorption rates. Because of the nonlinearity of the 
mathematical equation, the system must be solved numerically.
We then developed an accurate and stable finite difference scheme on a staggered 
mesh using the Crank-Nicholson finite difference method. The model and numerical 
method were tested for a cylindrical LaNi5-H2 reactor. Temperature, density, velocity and 
pressure distribution and profiles in the absorption/desorption processes were obtained. 
Results showed that during the absorption process, the chemical reaction released heat, 
and hence, the temperature increased. A cool temperature surrounding the reactor may be 
needed to prevent overheating. Conversely, the desorption process showed the reverse 
phenomenon and absorbed heat. A hot temperature is needed to speed up the desorption 
process.
It should be pointed out that the reaction rate played an important role in the 
simulation. The reaction rate is usually obtained empirically, which may have affected 
the accuracy of the numerical prediction. In this study, we further present a numerical 
method to determine the critical coefficient in the reaction rate by utilizing the difference 
between measured temperatures and calculated temperatures.
The minimization procedure consisted of a nonlinear system of equations and was 
solved iteratively by the modified Levenberg-Marquardt method. The procedure was then 
tested for a cylindrical LaNi5-H2 reactor. Numerical results showed that, with various 
initial guesses for the coefficient, the estimated coefficient converged to the realistic 
coefficient, and the estimated values were close to the realistic coefficient when 
measurements were subject to random error.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Overview
Energy currently is a concern of our society. From individual energy consumption 
to the whole society, energy consumption plays a key role in our lives. For the human 
body, the average power consumed is 0.1 kW at a resting state, and 0.4 kW at a hard­
working state [50], For society, traditional fossil fuels (gas, coal and oil) are still the main 
sources of energy consumption. More than 80% of energy is still supplied from fossil 
fuels [50]. One concern regarding fossil fuel consumption is the pollution produced 
greenhouse gas, and carbon dioxide. Fossil fuels are responsible for the carbon dioxide, at 
about 2 x l0 12 kg/year [46]. Another concern with the fossil fuel is its impending 
depletion. However, the advantage of consumption of fossil fuels is that it is free. The 
only payment is for mining.
Compared with fossil fuels, hydrogen is a promising energy carrier. The usage of 
hydrogen has a long history. Hydrogen gas was first discovered in the seventeenth 
century. At room temperature, it is an odorless, colorless, and highly combustible gas 
[42]. Furthermore, its low density and high flammability render it advantageous, though 
these characteristics also bring risk. At the beginning of the twentieth century, people 
used hydrogen in airships. However, a series o f accidents related to hydrogen-inflated 
airships cast a shadow on the safety of using hydrogen. Some accidents, such as the
1
2Hindenburg Accident of 1937 [51], are still vivid in people’s memory. Figure 1.1 is the 
crash scene o f Hindenburg.
Figure 1.1: Hindenburg burning at Lakehurst, New Jersey.
Although the usage of hydrogen comes with some safety risks, it has several 
characteristics that our modem society desires such as the highest heating value per mass, 
regeneration, and environmental friendliness since its oxidation product is water. 
Compared with the traditional fossil fuels, another fact regarding hydrogen is that it is not 
free, which means to produce hydrogen gas, some type of other energy has to be 
consumed. This cost means that we have to pay for the hydrogen energy, which leaves an 
economic dilemma because ever since the industrial revolution, we have become used to 
consuming energy for free [50],
Another characteristic of hydrogen is its low density. The low density leaves a 
storage problem because only small amount of hydrogen gas can be stored at normal 
pressure and normal temperature. The most common storage method is the high-pressure 
gas compression method. The safety o f high-pressure gas is a concern, especially when 
the storage system is in populated places. The maximum pressure in a container can be up
3to 100 MPa [50]. The main drawback of the gas compression method is the relative low 
density o f hydrogen, and high pressure in the tank.
Another method of hydrogen storage is liquid hydrogen storage in a cryogenic 
tank. Because of the low critical temperature o f hydrogen gas (33 K), the temperature in 
the cryogenic tank is very low (<33 K), and accordingly, a special device is required to 
store liquid hydrogen. The advantage o f liquid hydrogen is that it has high volumetric 
density, but, the challenges o f liquid hydrogen storage are the need for the thermal 
insulation of the storage tank to prevent boil-off of hydrogen and the energy-efficient 
liquefaction process [50].
Compared with the hydrogen storage methods mentioned above, the metal- 
hydrogen storage system provides a promising alternative method with low pressure and 
operation at room temperature. It was found that metal, inter-metallic compounds and 
alloys, such as Mg, Na, La and Li, could react with hydrogen and attain relatively large 
amount o f hydrogen at a relatively low pressure at normal temperature, and under certain 
conditions, hydride can desorb hydrogen quickly [4, 7, 8, 11,13, 25, 26, 30, 42]. The 
expression for such a reversible reaction between metal/inter-metal compounds/alloys 
and hydrogen gas takes the form [48]
M+0.5xH2 <=> MHX +heat.
Some commonly used intermetallic compounds include LaNis, ZrV2 , Mg2Ni, and Ti2Ni 
[48].
Another feature o f the metal-hydrogen storage system is that it has high 
volumetric density o f hydrogen (up to 150 kg/m 3). Thus, the metal-hydrogen system is 
an effective way of storing large amounts o f hydrogen in a safe and compact way.
4The absorption process is an exothermic reaction [15, 17, 20]. The absorption 
process releases large amounts of heat. The process is dictated by the heat transfer o f the 
reaction. If the generated heat is not removed efficiently, the high temperature in the 
reactor could make the reaction stop. In the worst case scenario, the extremely high 
temperature could cause the hydride to sinter [49].
The desorption process is an endothermic reaction [20]. The desorption reaction 
absorbs heat and needs a heat supply to make the process continue. Lacking a sufficient 
heat supply, the desorption process may cease due to the low temperature inside the 
reactor [49].
In either process, heat transfer plays a key role for the system performance and 
system reliability [49]. In order to enhance internal heat transfer, one way is to increase 
effective thermal conductivity since the porous hydride has a low thermal conductivity 
due to its grain size o f 50-100 pm. Another approach for enhancing effective thermal 
conductivity is to bind hydride into a solid matrix formed by high-conductivity materials, 
such as copper, aluminum, or nickel [25].
1.2 Motivation and Objectives of the Research
The metal-hydrogen storage system could be a practical means of storing 
hydrogen. However, there are several critical issues for hydrogen storage, including 
determining the evolution of the amount of hydrogen absorbed/desorbed, the thermal 
stability of the hydride, thermodynamic and thermal-physical properties. Therefore, 
efficient conditions to form hydride and release hydrogen have been the focus of the 
mainstream research.
5Studying the metal-hydrogen reaction requires the knowledge of heat and mass 
transfer in a metal-hydrogen reactor during the absorption and desorption of hydrogen 
and also efficient computational tools to simulate the absorption and desorption processes. 
For specific materials used in this experiment, some parameters were not able to be 
directly measured. Determining the values of these parameters was an issue. While are 
many numerical and experimental studies in the literature to investigate the 
hydrating/dehydrating process [2,4-8, 10-15, 17-22, 24-30], most schemes are either less 
accurate or require some restriction on mesh. In this research, we were to develop a 
second-order accurate stable scheme to solve the governing equations.
Hence, the objectives o f this research were as follows:
(1) Develop a numerical simulation that analyzes the hydrogen absorption and 
desorption processes in the metal-hydrogen storage system in cylindrical 
reactors.
(2) Estimate some critical parameters in reaction rates which are hard to 
determine in experiments.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 presents the basic background knowledge for the mathematical tools to 
be used for the model o f the metal-hydrogen storage system and the related numerical 
techniques used to solve the governing equations.
In Chapter 3, two-dimensional mathematical models for absorption and 
desorption processes are presented. The governing equations were obtained by utilizing 
conservation laws for the porous metal-hydrogen storage system. The mass conservation 
equation for hydrogen gas included the convection term and reaction term. The mass
6conservation equation for hydride contained the reaction term but no convection term 
since hydride does not move. The energy conservation equation described the rate of 
temperature change in the porous material.
Chapter 4 presents the numerical method for the governing equations. We chose 
the Crank-Nicholson scheme to solve the partial differential equations on a staggered grid. 
The choice o f the numerical method and the grid ensured a stable numerical scheme with 
second-order truncation error.
Chapter 5 focuses on the numerical results for the absorption and desorption 
processes with the numerical method designed in Chapter 4 for the mathematical model 
in Chapter 3. Contours o f the temperature distribution o f hydride/hydrogen and density 
distribution o f hydride are presented. The effect of different gas pressures at the inlet in 
the absorption process was investigated. For the parameter estimation, least squares 
method was employed to estimate the coefficient of the reaction rate. The designed 
numerical method was tested when measured temperatures were with and were without 
measurement errors.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and some ideas for future work in order to 
make the simulation more accurate and efficient.
CHAPTER 2
PREVIOUS WORK AND BACKGROUND
Theoretical and experimental work has been done to investigate many aspects of 
the metal-hydrogen storage system such as determining effective thermal conductivity, 
the conductance between the hydride and the fluid around the reactor, the equilibrium 
pressure and the expression of the reaction kinetic. In this chapter, we first briefly 
summarize the previous work on the modeling and experimental research and then 
present some mathematical tools used.
Since heat and mass transfer play a key role in the absorption/desorption 
processes, there are many experimental and numerical studies to investigate these aspects. 
In one paper [31], Mayer et al. developed a one-dimensional mathematical model for the 
absorption process for alloys LANi^Aloj and LaNis in the cylindrical reactor. The 
mathematical model which Mayer presented is
The model only included the r-direction effect, and the z-direction effect was 
ignored. The finite difference method was used to solve Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
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2.1 Previous Work
r ) T  (  \ B T  d 2r ^  
(1 ~ £ ) C sp  + — y + ( l - e ) 0 A H , (2 .1)
(2.2)
8In their work, Sun and Deng [43] presented a one-dimensional mathematical 
model which includes the effects of the effective thermal conductivity in the hydride bed, 
the effect o f the physical properties of the metal hydride and other operating parameters. 
The mathematical model they presented is
d2T A ,, dT dT
dr2
+ - K e 
r dr
- P e n * H f = P ' C
dt
Although the authors introduced the effect o f effective thermal conductivity, the 
model was still one-dimensional; only r direction was considered. Moreover, the density 
variation o f hydrogen and hydride was not considered in the model. Later, the same 
authors [44] presented a two-dimension model
In this model, the authors considered the effect in the z-direction. However, the 
effect of density variation of hydrogen and hydride was still neglected.
In another paper [25], Laurencelle et al. developed a one-dimensional model to 
evaluate the various designs of metal hydride (LaNis) reactors with cylindrical geometry 
and aluminum foam. The model used is expressed as
where S  is the source term. From the simulation results, the authors found that the use of 
aluminum foam allows the reactor diameter to be increased by 7.5 times without losing 
its performance. However, the model is still one-dimensional.
Other one-dimensional models were also developed by Lucas and Richards [27], 
Supper and Groll [45]. Supper and Groll [45] developed the one-dimensional
d{PcrT) 8 (k & r \
dt dr [ eff dr )
mathematical model to investigate the heat and mass transfer of the storage system, but 
the model did not consider the heat generation in the reactor.
Jemni etal. [18-21, 36] developed several two-dimensional models to investigate 
the absorption and desorption processes. In one paper [18], Jemni and Nasrallah 
presented a two-dimensional mathematical model to study the dynamic heat and mass 
transfer during absorption of hydrogen in a metal-hydrogen (LaNis) reactor. The 
presented mathematical model is as follows:
— { p C  T + p  C T)
Q f V s Ps  P g  )
K d 2Pg
s - ~ m .s M 1 dpg
eMP,
+------- d r n K  1 d
f
r dPs )
R T dt R dt I t ) vg r dr \ d r ) vg dz
and
dPs = m .
dt
The finite volume method was used to obtain the numerical solution. The 
numerical simulation for the evolution of the temperature, the hydrogen pressure and the 
density of hydride in the reactor were obtained.
Later, Jemni et al. [19] presented a complex mathematical model for the 
absorption/desorption process. Compared with the model in [18], the local thermal 
equilibrium assumption was dropped from the model, and two temperatures model for 
hydrogen gas and hydride were introduced. The model presented is as follows:
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epgC
dT}
g  p g dt r dr
r l J - I L
drge dz
d T g 
&  ,
8T‘ 8T‘
- pIcJ, -t ~ ncJ, ~ir ~ H»(T! ~ T')s<
(2.3)
o  - £) p ; c rg
dTf
dt
\ d _  
r dr
dr dz
r
+  -
dz
dTj
2 8
y g e dZ /  v /
+ H  (T g - T s)SP \  8 s ) (2.4)
+C pj ;  ~CptT ‘ ).
For the hydrogen gas, the mass conservation equation is
d(pg)
dt
+ d iv (p gVg) = - m . (2.5)
For the solid hydride, the mass conservation equation is
,S( 2 )
dt
=  m . (2 .6)
The model was solved by finite difference method. The authors also investigated 
the effect o f inlet pressure, inlet temperature and the effect o f the transport by convection. 
In another paper [20], Jemni et al. presented a different model for the desorption process 
and studied the effect of outlet pressure, effective thermal conductivity o f the solid, and 
heat transport by convection. The model for the desorption process was presented as 
follows:
d T g l a ep s C  =
Fg pg dt r d r
/ d r
+  -
dz
f  e r i '
v ge dz ;
d T g d T i
p 8C V — -—  p gC Vr  g ^ p s  s r  H g  P g  gzdr dz (2.7)
0
dTi
dt
I j L
r dr
, st ;  '
V ur J
+  -
dz ge
d T g N 
dz (2 .8)
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For the hydrogen gas, the mass conservation equation is
d(Pl)
£ —^ -  + dlv\PgVz) = - m - (2.9)
For the solid hydride, the mass conservation equation is
s ( p ; )0 - * ) - dt m . (2 .10)
The momentum equation is described by Darcy’s law:
V = - — VP (2.11)
H
Two years later, Jemini et al. [36] presented another two-dimensional 
mathematical model tempting to express the two processes in one model:
d5 7 / 1 5eplC  nu— — = ------
dt r dr <* / dz
d T 8 d T g -  -
-  P tc n  vr  - £ r -  P i c , / , - h  „  (:t ‘ - t;  ),s  
- ™ * ( - m , 0 ) C P' ( T : - T s‘ ).
h  d r ;  i  d n  . . dTs
V - £)p sCPe ^ f -  = -  —  I —dt r dr I ge dr
+ -
dz
( 1 - f f U
dTj
ge dz
For the hydrogen gas, the mass conservation is
dt
+ d i v{pgVg} = - m .
For the solid hydride, the mass conservation is
t,(1 — £■)—-— - = m .
V '  dt
(2 .12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
Actually, this model is the same as the model presented in Eqs .(2.3)-(2.6) and Eqs. (2.7)- 
(2 .11).
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Jemni et al. [21] performed an experiment to determine the effective thermal 
conductivity, the conductance between the hydride and the fluid around the reactor, the 
equilibrium pressure and the expression of the reaction kinetics o f the LaNi5 metal- 
hydrogen reactor for the model (2.12) - (2.15).
In study [29], a three-dimensional mathematical model is presented to the 
investigate heat and mass transfer of the metal-hydrogen reactor o f cylindrical geometry. 
The main parameter in the absorption process was found to be the equilibrium pressure. 
The model was presented in the paper as follows:
The model was solved by using CFD code PHOENICS. Although the authors 
used a three-dimensional model, they concluded that the hydriding processes are two- 
dimensional for the system considered. Also, the model neglected the effect of fluid flow 
in the system.
Kaplan et al. [23] presented a numerical investigation of hydrogen storage in the 
metal hydride (LaNi5) reactor for the absorption process by employing a two-dimensional 
model. The model was presented as follows:
and
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-  m [ A H 0 -  T (r, z, t ) (Cpg -  Cpi)],
e -& ~ + div( p *v* ) = ~’h ’
and
V = K
This model was solved by the PHOENICS code. The numerical results showed 
that the fluid flow significantly influenced the temperature profile in the reactor, but the 
overall hydride formation was found to be unaffected by fluid flow.
Kaplan et al. [22] investigated absorption process in cylindrical metal (LaNi5)- 
hydrogen reactor, experimentally and numerically. A two-dimensional mathematical 
model was developed to describe the absorption process. The mathematical model is as 
follows. The energy conservation is described as
-m ax (-m,o)cra(7;-rs),
and
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and
0/ r dr ge dr
+ — 
dz 0 - * ) V
dT
g
dz
Mass conservation for hydrogen gas and hydride are expressed as
dP
£ - ^ -  + div{pgVg) = - ”t ’
The momentum equations are expressed as 
du. dP
dt
 ------ + ju
dr \ d r  v- T " ( ™ r )r dr
N dlu, 
+  -
dz ~ P
du. ur — — + u du,
r dr dz
du, dP
dt dz + P
d_
dr
' i e _
r dr ( ™ r )
A d2ur \  (  dur du, ^
+  -
dz2 ~ P r dr
+ u .
dz
+ S D,
+ SD.
The model was solved by using CFD code PHOENICS. Compared with the 
model which was developed by Kaplan [23], this model used two temperatures and used 
different momentum equations. Another difference is that the reactor is an annular reactor.
MacDonald [28] discussed the impacts o f external heat transfer enhancement on 
the metal hydride storage reactor by using a two-dimensional model:
dT (r , z , t ) '(pC  ) d T (r’z ’t ) = l d \ r,i <5r(r ’z’/ )
dt r dr I dr
+ — 
dz v dz
£ ^ -  + diV{PgVg) = - rh’
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and
(1 - e ) ^  = m.
V ’ dt
For the particular metal hydride alloy (LaNis) and cylindrical reactor geometry, 
the study found that the fins have a large impact on the pressure o f hydrogen gas, and that 
the hydride solid at the center has no significant effect on performance of the system and 
can be removed to reduce weight and cost. The author tried to use the same model to 
incorporate the two processes: absorption and desorption.
In his research, Muthukumar [35] presented a two-dimensional mathematical 
model to investigate the heat and mass transfer o f the absorption process in the annular 
metal-hydrogen storage reactor with MnNi4 .6Alo.4 - The model was presented as follows:
£ ^ + v T ,/ ) = v >(i - * ) :§ .
pCr — +(pcr) V-VT = 1V2T+ AP(l~e)AH L^
H p dt V P,g Mh dt
The model was solved by the package FLUENT, and it was observed that the rate 
of absorption of hydrogen increases rapidly at the beginning and then slows down after 
the temperature o f the hydride increases due to the heat generated from the reaction.
From these previous research studies, we can see that the absorption and 
desorption processes in the cylindrical reaction are two-dimensional, and a two- 
dimensional model is appropriate to describe these processes. Numerical methods are 
used for simulating the absorption and desorption processes where the values of involved 
parameters are given. Some of these values, such as the reaction rate, are estimated 
empirically. It is o f great interest to develop a numerical method for estimating these
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parameters. For this purpose, we investigated a numerical method for estimating the 
reaction rate in a cylindrical metal-hydrogen reactor during the absorption process. The 
numerical result was obtained based on a two-dimensional mathematical model which 
governed the heat and mass transfer in the reactor and the finite difference scheme for the 
model as well as an inverse technology. The method was then tested in a cylindrical 
LaNi5-H2 reactor to determine the reaction rates.
2.2 Iterative Method for Solving Systems of Equations
2.2.1 Matrix Algebra
The finite difference method yields linear or nonlinear difference systems which 
may be expressed by a matrix. Moreover, the solution of the difference equations 
depends on the properties of the matrix. Thus, we presented some basic results from 
matrix theory. These results help to understand finite difference method.
Let A = (atJ) be a n x n  matrix. The following bulleted points provide some basic
definitions [32] o f the matrix A . The matrix is called:
• Diagonal if  all off-diagonal elements are zero. Especially,
is a diagonal matrix called the identity matrix.
•  Singular if det(/4) = 0 and non-singular if  det(A) # 0 , where det(A) is the 
determinant matrix A . When matrix A is non-singular, there exists only one 
matrix called the inverse o f A , and is denoted as A~‘, such that AA~l = A~x A = / .
•  Sparse if  many o f its elements are zero.
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Tridiagonal if atJ = 0 for all \i — j\ > 1.
Upper triangular if  atJ = 0 for any i> j .
Lower triangular if  atJ = 0 for any i < j .
Diagonally dominant if
k l - Z k l fora11 /'-
• Two matrices A and B  are called similar matrices if  there exists a non-singular 
matrix S  such that
A = S~lB S .
Band width of a matrix
If fly = 0 for any |/ -  j\ > w , then matrix A = (atJ ) is called the “band matrix” (or
banded matrix) with bandwidth 2 w + l. A band matrix usually is a sparse matrix. For 
example, the tridiagonal matrix is sparse as a band matrix with bandwidth of 3. 
Eigenvalue
An eigenvalue of a trxn matrix A is a real or complex number X such that there 
exists some nonzero vector v satisfying the equation
( A - X l ) v  = 0.
Denote a(A)  as the set o f eigenvalues o f matrix A .
Spectral radius
The spectral radius of a n x n  matrix A is defined as
p ( A )  = max \X\ = lim
Aecr(A) n-+>x>
A ' t .
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Vector and matrix norm
A norm is a function that assigns a positive number to each non zero vector in a 
vector space. It serves as a metric for the magnitude of a vector.
Commonly used vector norms:
• /, norm (Absolute norm)
where v = (v, v2, . . . ,v „ ) .
Matrix norm is a natural extension of vector norm. Let A and B be any m x n  
matrices. If ||yl|| denote matrix norm then
• ||yl|| > 0 for any matrix A and ||vl|| = 0 if and only if  A = 0 .
• ||a^|| = |a|||/l|| for any number a and matrix A .
•  ||A + Z?|| < 1^1 + 1|5|| for any matrices A and B .
n
IV
• l2 norm (Euclidean norm)
• lai norm (Maximum norm)
max v,
Some commonly used matrix norms are:
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Euclidean norm (Frobenius norm)
f  \ 1/2• m n '
V'=1 J- > )
Ly norm
Maximum absolute column sum 1^1 = max ^ | a y ^
Maximum absolute row sum 1^1 = max X |a» |
‘ j
• L2 norm (Hilbert norm or Spectral norm)
| | 4 = ( p (a "a ))
• Lx norm (Maximum norm)
1/2
H I  - max\a„ .ij  I ,J\
•  Induced norm
= max |||y4x||: x  e K" with ||x|| = 1 j , where K  denotes the field of real or 
complex numbers.
Some important results about the matrix norm are about the spectral radius of a 
matrix and its matrix norm:
Theorem [24]. Let B be a n x n  matrix. The iteration
x = Bx + b
converges for all c e Rn if and only if p { B )  < 1.
2 0
2.2.2 Iterative Methods
By using finite difference method, the resulting difference equations are algebraic 
equations. Numerical methods for solving algebraic equations include direct methods and 
iterative methods.
Popular direct numerical methods for solving linear system equations include the 
Gaussian elimination method and the LU-factorization method. The LU-factorization is a 
variant of the Gaussian elimination method. The Gaussian elimination method has 
forward elimination and backward substitution steps and can be applied to any matrix. 
While both the Gaussian elimination and the LU-decomposition methods always produce 
an exact solution for the equations (if the rounding error is not considered), iterative 
methods yield approximate solutions, and the amount o f calculation depends on the 
degree of accuracy required. For large systems and sparse matrices, however, iterative 
methods yield solutions faster than the direct methods.
Popular iterative methods can be classified into two classes: the simultaneous 
class and successive class. For the simultaneous class, the element is updated 
independently o f the other elements, and all elements can be updated at the same time. 
The order o f updating is not important. This characteristic forms the base of parallel 
computation by using the domain decomposition method. Jacobi iteration is a 
simultaneous method.
For successive class iterative methods, the updating of the approximate solution 
uses the latest available values of the iteration. That is, after obtaining a new value, the 
old value will not be used anymore. Thus, the order of calculation is vital. The Gauss-
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Seidel and the successive overrelaxation (SOR) methods are successive methods. Since 
the order of calculation in the Gauss-Seidel is important, the parallelization is difficult. 
Generally, for the linear system
iteration methods start with an initial guess x(0>, and then a sequence of approximations 
x(1), x(2),... are obtained by the equation
where s  is a tolerance which is usually set very small, and the norm used could be Lm 
norm defined as
The iteration does not converge for all matrices B . One sufficient and necessary 
condition for the convergence of a system is that the spectral radius o f B : p(B)  < 1.
There are different ways to convert Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.17). The Jacobi iteration, 
the Gauss-Seidel, and the successive overrelaxation methods are all based on the splitting 
of matrix A as the form
Ax = b, (2.16)
x(n+1) =Bx(n)+c,n = 0,1,2,.... (2.17)
Iteration continues until some criterion is met. The commonly used criteria are
and
< e ,
||jc|| = max|x,.|,/ = 1, 2, . . . , « .
A = L + D + U ,
2 2
where L is the lower triangular matrix, D is a diagonal matrix and U is an upper 
triangular matrix, and they can be expressed as the following:
' 0 0 0 0
fo
'0 a u a i,3 . . . " l ,»"
f l2,l 0 0 0 0 0 0 "2 ,3
fl3,l 0 0 0 , U  = 0 0 0 j
0 0 0 0 0 0 a n - l ,n
_Q n,\
. . .
a n ,n - 2 a n ,n - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
a , , 0 • • • 0
0 •. !
o ■
0 ••• 0 annn,n
Then the Jacobi iteration can be expressed as
Dx(m) = - ( U  + L ) x ik)+b,
or
X« +X) = - I T 1 ( I  + U ) x (k) + D~xb .
The Gauss-Seidel method can be expressed as
(D + L) x (k+]) = -U xw +b,
or
x(k+1) = - ( D  + L)~' Ux(k) +(D + L)~l b .
Successive overrelaxation (SOR) iterative method is a generalization of the 
Gauss-Seidel method, and is expressed as follows
Dx(k+l) = ® (-L x a , - U x (i)+ )b + (l-fy )D x w .
This yields
(D  + o)L)x(k+]) = (~G)U + (1 -  (o) D ) x xkx + cob,
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or
: (D + 0) L f l ( - coU + (1 -  a)D] x (k) +co(D + coLy] b.
Thomas Algorithm
One special class of system is the tridiagonal system. It can be expressed as 
a,xM +b,xt +c,x,+1 = d l,i = \ ,2 ,3,. . . ,n , (2.18)
where a, = cn = 0.
The matrix form of system equations (2.18) can be written as
1---ocT<T jT
1 1 1 1
a2 b2 c2 x2 d 2
b, = d,
* ' •  C n - l
. 0 a» K  _ 1s:i
For this system, the Thomas algorithm is faster than the Gaussian elimination 
method since it could obtain the solution in 0(n)  operations instead of 0 ( n 3) . A  
forward sweep modifies the coefficients and then a backward substitution produces the 
solution. The calculation steps are shown below.
The forward sweep produces the intermediate variables or, and /?,.
a .  =
£ l
b,
c,
and
Pt
b,
4
b,
d, ~ Pi-\at
b,
; i = 1 
; i = 2,3,...,/?.
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Then, a backward substitution produces the solution
X„=P„,
x , = /? ,- a , x M ;i = n - \ ,  n - 2 ,
Iterative methods for nonlinear equations
The nonlinear system appears more frequently than the linear system since most 
systems are inherently nonlinear in nature. Because nonlinear equations are difficult to 
solve, the most common approach is to approximate the nonlinear equation by linear 
equations (linearization).
Here, we present some commonly used techniques for solving nonlinear equations. 
Assume we have a nonlinear system
/ ( * )  =  o ,
where
V ’f i x )
JC = *2 » f i x )  = f i x )
Newton-Raphson method (Newton’s method)
Let jc0 be the initial guess. The successive approximations to the solution are 
obtained by
**♦1 = * k - J ~ ' f ( x k),
where J  is the Jacobian of the system and is defined as
The advantage of Newton’s method is that its order o f convergence is quadratic 
(converges fast). However, a good (near to the solution) initial guess is expected for the 
convergence of Newton’s method. Another disadvantage o f this method is that it needs 
the function evaluation and derivative evaluations.
Steepest descent method
The steepest descent method [47] can determine a local minimum for a 
multivariable function g : R" —> R . Thus, in order to solve the system
a minimization problem needs to be constructed. The common approach is to construct a 
function
The function g  has the minimum value of zero. The steps for the steepest descent 
method are as follows:
• Step 1: Evaluate g(x) at x0.
• Step 2: Obtain the steepest descent direction.
/ n(X|,x2, . . . , x n) = 0,
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Step 3: Move along this direction an appropriate amount and obtain a new 
approximation x ,.
The gradient of a function is a vector along which the function increases fastest. 
Thus, the steepest direction for function g(x) is -V g(x) and can be written as
U X \  /=1 U X 2 ,=1 d x n 7X W * ) ) 2
-V g (x ) =
= - 2 J ( x ) ‘ f ( x ) ,
where J(x)  is the Jaeobian of function /  at x , updating the new value by equation
x, = x0-a V g (x 0).
The step size a  is chosen to minimize the function
/*(«) = g (x 0-orV g(x0)).
To minimize the function h by a root finding problem, h \ a )  = 0 is 
computationally inefficient. The common technique is to construct an interpolating 
polynomial and choose a  such that it minimizes the value o f the polynomial, as shown 
in Figure 2.1.
>  a
Figure 2.1: Interpolating polynomial.
First choose three numbers a x < a 2 < a 3, then the interpolating polynomial, P{a)  
can be written as
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P ( a )  = g x+&gx{ a - a x) + &2g y ( a - a x) ( a - a 2),
where Ag, = ——— , Ag 2 = —— —  , A2g, = ——— . Differentiating P(a)  with 
a 2 -  a x a^ -  a 2 a 3 -  a x
respect to a  yields
. 1a  = —
f  . \
y A 'g ,,
Hence, the updated value of x  is xx = x0 -a*V g(x0)
For the choice o f constants a, < a 2 < a 3, the popular practice is to set a x = 0 to
minimize computation. Set a 3 such that g(a3) < g (a {) and a 2 = -~a3
2.3 Statistical Method 
Test of significance
After sample data have been collected from the observation study or experiment, 
statistical inference can be performed to assess the evidence in favor or against some 
claim about the population from which the sample was drawn. The inference approaches 
used to support or reject claims based on sample data are known as “tests o f significance”. 
Each test of significance contains a statement of null hypothesis H 0. The word “null” can 
be thought o f as “no change”, and the null hypothesis usually is a statement of “no effect” 
or “no change”. The test of significance is performed to assess the strength of the sample 
evidence against the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis H a is a statement 
typically about the expected change when compared to the null hypothesis that represents 
no change. Because the alternative hypothesis is about the effect we expect to find 
evidence for, we usually begin with an alternative hypothesis and then the null hypothesis.
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There are two types of alternative hypotheses: one-sided and two-sided. These 
two types o f hypothesis show that the parameter differs from its null hypothesis value in 
a specific direction or in either direction. For inference for the mean of a population, the 
hypothesis can take the following form:
One-sided test for a population mean
H 0 :// = a,
H a : n >  a.
Or
H 0 : fJ = a,
H a :ju<a.
Two-sided test
H 0 \ju = a,
H a \ fu * a ,
where ju is the population mean and constant a is an expected value to be tested.
The conclusion of the test of significance is always in terms of the null hypothesis. 
The final statement is either “reject null hypothesis in favor o f alternative hypothesis” or 
“not enough evidence to reject null hypothesis”. Not rejecting the null hypothesis does 
not necessarily mean that the null hypothesis is true. It only suggests that there is not 
enough evidence against the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis.
CHAPTER 3
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
In this chapter, we will introduce a two-dimensional (2D) mathematical model for 
the absorption process and desorption process in a cylindrical metal-H2 reactor. The 
model was obtained by applying mass and energy conservation laws in porous material. 
The derived model was composed of six equations, which included four partial 
differential equations, one ordinary differential equation and one auxiliary algebraic 
equation, as well as the related boundary and initial conditions. These equations provided 
six quantities of interest which were the density o f hydrogen gas, the density of hydride, 
the temperature o f hydrogen gas/hydride, the hydrogen gas velocity components in two 
directions and the pressure of hydrogen gas.
3.1 Problem Setup for Absorption/Desorption Processes
Since cylindrical reactors are commonly used in hydrogen storage [2, 4-8, 10-23, 
43-45, 48], we considered a cylindrical metal-hydride reactor as shown in Figure 3.1. The 
porous inter-metallic alloy was packed inside the cylinder. Hydrogen was charged from 
the top of the reactor with constant pressure. One characteristic o f the absorption process 
was that it was an exothermic reaction (releasing heat) [22], Inside the reactor, hydrogen 
gas reacted with the alloy and released heat. The reactor was cooled down from the 
lateral side and bottom with the cooling fluid around the reactor.
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Figure 3.1: Cylindrical metal-hydrogen reactor and the two-dimensional cross-section
for computation.
For the desorption process, the hydride absorbed heat and released hydrogen gas 
[19, 20, 49]. The fluid around the reactor played the role of heater.
By symmetry with respect to the axis, one can only consider the rectangular cross- 
section region as shown in Figure 3.1. Thus, the three-dimensional problem can be 
simplified to a two-dimensional problem. To obtain the governing equations for the 
absorption process, some assumptions were presented by many researchers to simplify 
the model [5, 17-21]. These assumptions are that
a) Temperatures o f hydrogen gas and hydride solid are the same, which is local 
thermal equilibrium.
b) Hydrogen gas is an ideal gas from the thermodynamic view.
c) Hydrogen gas is charged from the top with a constant pressure.
d) Heat transfer by radiation is negligible.
e) Volume extension is negligible.
f) Porosity variation inside the hydride is negligible.
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Taking into account these assumptions and applying conservation laws to the 
metal-hydrogen storage system, governing equations will be presented in the next section.
3.2 Governing Equations for the Absorption Process
First, cylindrical coordinates could be set as shown in Figure 3.1. The origin is set 
at the center of the top. The horizontal coordinate is in the r-direction and the vertical 
coordinate is in z-direction with a direction downward. By the symmetry to the axis, the 
quantities o f interest along the angular coordinate are constants, so the angular coordinate 
disappears in the governing equations when taking derivative with respect to it. The 
domain considered is the rectangular intersection as shown in Figure 3.1. Taking into 
account o f assumptions a) - e) and applying conservation laws to the absorption process, 
we have a system of differential equations governing the hydrogen absorption process.
The mass conservation equation for hydrogen gas and metal hydride can be 
expressed as [21, 27]
^  ^’Z,^ +^ [ rPAr’z’0ur(r’z’0] + ^ [pAr’z’t)uAr’z’t)] = -fh(r’z’t)’(3-V
and
( l - g ) dP j (^’Z,/) = m (r , z , t ) ,  (3.2)
ot
where the absorption reaction rate m is given as [18]
mh(r ,z , t )  = Caex p In
f  PAr,z ,t )^
Pv e < i y
\ _ P s s - P s { r , z , t ) \ -  (3.3)RgT(r ,z , t)
Here, /?gand p s are densities o f hydrogen gas and hydride, respectively, e  is the 
porosity, ur and u, are hydrogen gas velocity components in the r and z  -direction,
respectively, / is the time, p ss is the density of the hydride at saturation state, Ca is a 
material-dependent constant, Ea is the absorption activation energy, Rg is the ideal gas 
constant, and T  is the temperature o f hydride/hydrogen gas, and P is the equilibrium 
pressure.
It should be pointed out that the coefficient Ca in the reaction rate, Eq. (3.3), is 
usually estimated empirically by experiments. The accuracy value of Ca will affect the 
prediction of the amount o f hydrogen in the reactor. For this reason, we were particularly 
interested in developing a numerical method for estimating this coefficient Ca.
Note that the temperature affects the absorption rate from Eq. (3.3). We consider 
the energy equation for temperature [22, 30] as
where Xe is the effective thermal conductivity, and (pCp)e is the effective heat capacity, 
and A H 0 is the reaction enthalpy. Here, (f>Cp)e and Ae can be calculated as
where As and Ag are thermal conductivities of hydride solid and hydrogen gas, 
respectively; and Cpg and Cps are specific heats o f hydrogen gas and metal, respectively, 
and equilibrium pressure [22, 30] is expressed as
(3.4)
-m [A ff° + 7 - (r ,r ,f ) (C „ -C „ )] ,
(3.5a)
Xt =eAg + ( \ - e ) A s , (3.5b)
In
r P Ae?
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= ^ - | ,  (3.6)
where Pref is the reference pressure, A and B are material constants. Since the alloy in
the reactor is in a porous state, the hydrogen gas velocity V = (ur,u: ) satisfies Darcy’s 
law [20, 30]:
V = (ur,u2) = - — grad ( Pg (r , z ,t ) ) ,  (3.7)
where the pressure satisfies the ideal gas equation
Pg = R cP j , (3.8)
and Rc is the specific heat constant, K  is the permeability, and jug is the hydrogen gas 
dynamic viscosity. Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.7), it can be seen that velocity 
components o f hydrogen gas V can be expressed as
K  3Pt (r ,z , l )  K R j ( p gT(r , z , t ) )
U r  -----------------T ---------   T ------------ 5Mg dr p g dr
K SPs (r ,z , t )  K R j ^ T j r . z , ! ) )
u dz u dz
Initially, the temperature and pressure in the reactor are assumed to be constant, 
and hydrogen gas is assumed to be still. Thus, initial conditions for temperature, pressure, 
density, and gas velocity are expressed as
T(r ,z ,0 )  = T0, (3.10a)
P0(r,z ,0)  = P0, (3.10b)
p s (r,z,0)  = p° ,  (3.10c)
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ur ( r , z ,0) = 0, u: ( r , z ,0) = 0. (3.1 Od)
We assume that the walls of the reactor are impermeable. Taking into account the 
symmetry about the axis, we obtain the boundary conditions as follows. At r = 0 ,
where hx is the heat transfer coefficient between the cooling fluid and boundary walls, 
and T0) is the wall temperature.
The heat exchange at the inlet is complex due to the coexistence of natural 
convection and convection flux of hydrogen [19]. In order to solve this problem, Jemni et 
al. [19] introduced a heat exchange coefficient h2 between the surface of hydride and the 
exterior medium. Thus, boundary conditions at the inlet are expressed to be
where the condition P = P0 is deduced from the assumption that hydrogen gas is charged 
with constant pressure P0.
Thus, the overall system is described by six equations, including four partial 
differential equations, Eq. (3.1), (3.4), (3.7) (this equation includes two differential 
equations), one ordinary differential equation, Eq. (3.2), and one algebra equations, (3.8).
SP(01z1t) = o dT(0 ,z , t )  Q
dr ’ dr
(3.11a)
At r = R ,
(3.11b)
At z = H ,
(3.11c)
(3.1 Id)
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There are six unknowns including the density of hydrogen gas, the density of hydride, the 
pressure, the temperature, and the two velocity components. The above model must be 
solved numerically due to the nonlinear characteristics of the equations. To this end, a 
finite difference scheme was developed for solving the two dimensional mathematical 
model, where Ca was estimated using an inverse technique. The numerical method will 
be described in Chapter 4.
3.3 Governing Equations for the Desorption Process
Under the same assumptions o f a)-e) in Section 3.2, the desorption process has 
similar governing equations with the absorption process. However, the energy equation, 
reaction rate, and parameters for the two processes were different.
The mass conservation equation for hydrogen gas and hydride are [20]
e df>8 at *! ^  + r ^ - rpg (r , z , t ) u' + ( r >z ' t ) u 2 (r ’z’0 ]  = -m (r,z ,f),(3 .12)
and
(1 - s ) dPs^r' Z,t  ^= m{r ,z , t ) ,  (3.13)
dt
where the desorption rate m is given as [20,28]
mh(r,z , t )  = Cd ex p Ed
'  Pg ( r , z , t ) - P eq( r , z , t y
RgT (r , z , t ) { PeAr ’Z^ )  J
[Ps(r,z,t)~P*mp]- (3-14)
Here, p g and p s are densities o f hydrogen gas and hydride, respectively, e  is the 
porosity, ur and u, are hydrogen gas velocity components in the r and z  -direction, 
respectively, t is the time, p emp is the density o f the hydride after releasing all hydrogen, 
Cd is a material-dependent constant, Ed is the desorption activation energy, Rg is the
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ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature of hydride/hydrogen, and Peq is the
equilibrium pressure. Eq. (3.12) and (3.13) are same as Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) in forms. 
However, the reaction rate was different due to the different reaction process. The 
equilibrium equation is given by [28]
In
'  P Aeg
p
V V  j
A - - ,
T
(3.15)
where A and B  are material dependent constants, and Pref is the reference pressure.
The energy conservation equation is expressed as [19]
K ) ,
dT(r , z , t ) 1 Q (  dR(r ,z ,t)
dt r dr K dr
dT(r ,z , t )
+  -
dz
p  C u
* R  PR '
— p  C uDZ Z
dT(r ,z , t ) '
dz >
d T (r , z , t )
+ m Atf»+ r(r ,z ,()(C re-C p,) ]
(3.16)
where Xe is the effective thermal conductivity, and (pCp)e is the effective heat capacity,
and AH 0 is the reaction enthalpy. Here, (pCp)e and Xe can be calculated as
( p c p)e =spgc pg+ ( l - e ) p sCps, (3.17a)
(3.17b)
where As and Ag are thermal conductivities o f the hydride solid and hydrogen gas, 
respectively, and C and C are specific heats o f hydrogen gas and metal, respectively.
The momentum equation is expressed by Darcy’s law [20, 23]
V = (ur,uz) = -  —  grad(Pg ( r , z , t )), 
Pr
(3.18)
where K  is the permeability, and jug is the hydrogen gas dynamic viscosity. By ideal gas 
law, the hydrogen gas pressure can be expressed as
Pg =RcPgT ,  (3.19)
where Rc is the specific heat constant o f hydrogen gas.
Initially, the temperature, pressure, velocity o f hydrogen gas and density of 
hydride were assumed to be constants, and the hydrogen gas was assumed to be still. 
Therefore, the initial conditions for temperature, pressure o f hydrogen gas, density of 
hydride and velocities are given as follows:
T(r , z ,0 )  = T0, (3.20a)
Pg (r,z ,0)  = P0, (3.20b)
p s(r ,z ,0)  = p°s , (3.20c)
ur {r ,z ,0) = 0, uz ( r , z ,0) = 0. (3.20d)
We also assumed that the walls were impermeable for hydrogen gas. Hence, we have 
boundary conditions at r = R as
dP(R,z ,t )  dT (R ,z , t )  r  ^ ^
—  dr—  ° ’ “  Qr (3.21a)
at z  = H  as
dP(r ,H , t )  d T ( r ,H , t )  r ^  ^
—  a - = 0 ’ ~ A —  L = hl [ T ( r ,H , t ) -T w\,  (3.21b)
dz dz
At r  = 0 , we use the symmetry about the z-axis, and the boundary conditions were
obtained as
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At the outlet of the reactor, z  = 0, the boundary conditions are expressed by
P(r ,0 , t )  = P„ (3.21d)
where hx is the heat exchange coefficient between the walls and heating fluid, and Tw is 
the temperature of the heating fluid.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a 2D mathematical model for simulating the 
absorption/desorption processes. One may see that on the other hand, the absorption 
process, Eqs. (3.1-3.11) must be solved together. On the other hand, the desorption 
process, Eqs. (3.12-3.21) must be solved together. Because of the complex system, 
particularly the nonlinearity in Eqs. (3.1-3.2), (3.4), (3.12-3.13), (3.16), it will be difficult 
to find the analytical solution if it is even possible. Thus, the 2D mathematical model 
must be solved numerically. In the next chapter, we have developed a finite difference 
method to solve the 2D model, and will further present a numerical method for estimating 
the critical coefficient in the reaction rate equations.
CHAPTER 4
THE NUMERICAL METHOD
As mentioned in the previous chapter, this chapter will present the finite 
difference method for solving the 2D mathematical model. Furthermore, we will also 
present a numerical method for estimating the coefficients o f reaction rates by the least 
squares method. Thus, the estimation problem is transformed into a minimization 
problem. Finally, the resulting minimization problem will be solved by modified the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method.
4.1 The Numerical Method for the Absorption Process in the Cylindrical Reactor
4.1.1 The Staggered Grid and Notations
We first construct a staggered grid, as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Staggered grid.
This staggered grid was first used by Harlow and Welch [17], and then it became 
the basis of the SIMPLE procedure o f Patankar [38]. In the staggered grid, the velocity 
components are not calculated at the same points where density, temperature and pressure 
are calculated. The r-direction velocity component is calculated at the middle point of 
grid points as shown by horizontal arrows in Figure 4.1. The z-direction velocity 
component is calculated at middle points of grid points as shown by vertical arrow in 
Figure 4.1.The grid points are shown as black points in the grid. One of benefits of using 
such staggered grids is that “the difference of pressure between two adjacent grid points 
becomes the natural driving force for the velocity component located between these grid 
points” [39],
In this staggered grid, Ar , Az and At were the spatial grid sizes and time step 
size, respectively, such that N r Ar = R and N zAz = H  , and R and H  were the cylinder 
radius and height, respectively. We further denoted that rt = /A r, 0 < i < N r , Zj = j A z ,
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0 < j £ N : , and rl+V2 = r, +1 /2  Ar , 0 < / < jVr , z j+v2 = z} +1 /2  A z , 0 < j  < N , . In this 
grid, temperature ( T ), hydrogen gas pressure ( Pg ), density of hydrogen gas ( p g ), and 
density o f hydride solid ( p s ) were calculated at locations (rl+i/2, z j+v2), 0 < i < N r - 1,
0 < j  < N z - 1, and hydrogen gas velocity component ur was calculated at location 
{r , ,zJ+V2), \ < i < N r , 0 < j < N : - l , a n d  uz at location (r,+1/2 , z }), § < i < N r - \ ,
1 < j  < N 2. Finally, we denoted TP , (Pg)nitJ, (PkY,j and ( p s Y,j to be numerical 
approximations for values of T(ri+V2, zJ+V2,nAt) , Pg (r;+1/2,zJ+v2, nAt) ,
Pg (>;+i/2>^+i/2>wA0 ’ m d  A  ( i^+i'2 ’ y^+1 2 ’nAt), respectively. And (ur)".J t  (w.)"7 were the
approximations for values ur (r(, zj+U2, nAt), uz {rMn,z} ,nAt) ,  respectively.
4.1.2 Finite Difference Method for the Governing Equations
Integrating Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.1) yielded 
_ dpg ( r , z , t ) _
d ( p gT ( r , z , t ))
dt
KRC d
r P g
dr
r p g (r,z, t)-
dr
KRC d
Pg dz
Pg ( r , z j )
d (p gT ( r , z , t ))
dz
(4.1)
— m(r,z , t ) .
Integrating Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.4) produced
[ p c , ) . dt
1 d /
rK
d T ( r , z , t y a + —
' d T ( r , z , t y
r dr e\ dr J dz { " dz J
KRC d ( p gT(r , z , t ) )  d T ( r , z , t )
g  p g dr dr
KRC d {PgT (r ’z »0) d T ( r , z , t )
(4.2)
g  p g dz dz
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The second order central difference method was used to discretize these equations. 
Terms in Eq. (4.1) were discretized as follows:
JA
r dr
t d(pgT {r ,z , t ) j  r p ( r , z , t ) ~ -----------
dr
1 1
r,-V2 ^ r < ( P g  ) I + V 2 , j  ( ^ 8  L j  T , + l ’J ( P g  \ , j
L „ u  a ,  ~ > - j  T- u  ]} + ° ( ^  )•
The term ( p g )Mnj  = ^({p,.  )r-| j  + (p t  \  j ) in Eq. (4.3) and the following
equations.
d_
dz
/>s (r,z ,r) a ( p j )
dz
IJ
c
AZ2 A * ’( v ' t  I  ... ( p * ^
Terms in Eq. (4.2) were discretized as follows:
]_d_ 
r dr
dT (r ,z , t )
V dr
(4.3)
(4.4)
rt-V 2 ^ ds b  (T^  -  n , ) ■ K  -  a , )] ■+ ■° ( ^ ) ■• <4-5>
d2T ( r , z , t )
dz2
A
Az2
[T,J+1- 2 T IJ+TIJ_l] + 0 ( A z 2), (4.6)
‘j
KRC S ( p gT ) d T
PgCpg p g dr dr
IJ (4.7)
Me
{Pg),j ^pg 4 ^ 2  )(+!,; A ;  ^ s U y ^ - u ] [ ^ l , ;  Ti-lj ]  + ^ ( A r 2 ),
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p  Crg pg
KRC d ( p gT ) d T
dz dz 
1
•j
pg 4Az2 [ ( P . ) , + 0 ( A z f .
(4.8)
Coupled with the Crank-Nicholson method (which is second-order accurate and 
unconditionally stable), a second -  order finite difference scheme for Eq. (4.1) was 
obtained as follows
At
c
\ r (
I r ^ A r 2
.n+i
T1
i - l / 2
C —  \
+ 2Az2 VA)
c
2rl_m Ar
( » . i  : v - ( p . c k
+
c
2Az2
~ ( p  )" ( p  T  T n - i p  )” T n
w + w
i.>l }
(4.9)
\«+l( \ «+l  /  \W + ] / \ rt+l /  \«-
' • U + u v E  i - V*1 p «)u „ + K ,, . „
w n e r e  1 = —  7  —  • ' “ J -2  , - ,K .
j  = 1 ,2, . . . ,  N  , and the constant C = KR,
Mg
Using a similar argument, Eq. (4.2) can be discretized as
[ K l I
n+1/2 r +‘ - T "
‘,J  <J
At
X,
2
I F'T n+l  • j'p n + l  , ' j ’/ j + l  "1
2Az2 L '*>+I 1 j  + V y-iJ
1
+  - — * -
j—1/22r ,„Ar'
+ ^ r f e i - 27: > :
+ (a X' ' 2 - C . J
y^n+l
AH 0 +-^~— ~(Cpf; ~Cp.t)
/  \ n+l /2  1
where / = 1 ,2 ,...,# ,, 7 = 1 , 2 , # , ,a n d  (/>g J = ~
(4.10)
. The mass
conservation equation of hydride, Eq. (3.2), can be discretized using the modified Euler 
method as
( l - £ )
( a )*;1- ( a ):, i
At
(4.11)
Here, the reaction rate (m)"j was given by
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The pressure was calculated using
(4.13)
and, hence, the velocity components, ur and u , , were obtained based on the following 
approximations:
It should be pointed out that the staggered grid allowed us to apply sophistically 
the boundary conditions for the computation so that the overall numerical scheme was 
second-order accurate in the truncation error.
4.1.3 Discretization of Boundary Conditions
The staggered grid rendered an advantage for using second-order accuracy for the 
boundary conditions. For instance, when / = 1, one may see from Eq. (3.11a) that 
(Pg)o+j and T0n+j l are needed in the computation, which are located at points outside the
boundary. To obtain them, ghost points were created outside of the computation domain. 
Eq. (3.11a) can be discretized by using a second-order central difference method and 
yields
(4.14b)
(4.14a)
and
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which implied that
(ps \j  Thj ~ {Pg )0j Toj ’ T\j - To. (4.15)
Likewise, at the grid points (rt, z0) , (pg), 0 and Ti 0 were needed in Eq. (3.1 Id).
For those locations at the inlet, the boundary condition, Eq. (3.1 Id) can be discretized, 
using a second-order central difference approximation, as follows
T - T1 ',1 1,0 i
- K  7 ------------ =  h 2Az
T +T
J- f\
Implying that
_ 2Ae -  hyAz 2hxAz
'’° 2Ae +^A z M 2 ^ + h .A z  ° ’
(4.16a)
and
(4.16b)
Using a similar argument, we may obtain that, at z = H , the boundary condition 
dP(r ,H , t)
dz
0 can be discretized as
(^ )<,Afe+i T,’Nz+l (4.17a)
j j
and condition -  X . ------r— ’— = hx [T(r, H , t ) -  Tf  ] can be discretized as
dz
T  — h \A Z
t ,Nz  + \ ,  . i , N z  ~r  -  - - 1 f  •
2hlAz
2Xe + h[A z ^ z 2Xe +hlAz*f
(4.17b)
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dP(R,z ,t )  , ,
At r = R ,  condition — 1 1  = 0 can be discretized as
dr
{P g  ) Nr+tj TNr+u  ~  { p g ) Nr j  TNr,j ■
Condition -Xe = hx [ r (R, z , t )  -  Tf  ] can be discretized as
_ 2Ae - h lAr 2hyAr
■I \ t - , i hr* . * . . . *■ (■ N r + \ , j 2Ae +h,br Nrj 2Xt +\lSr '
(4.18a)
(4.18b)
4.1.4 Calculation Procedure
It should be pointed out that Eq. (4.9) -  (4.10) are nonlinear since the terms
in Eq. (4.9) and
[^/+iy ~~P>-\lj ] *n Eq. (4.10) are nonlinear. Therefore, Eq. (4.9) -  (4.10) must be solved 
iteratively. In particular, we replaced these two terms by using (p)"+H°‘d) and
7  _  \ ”+1 ( ° l d ) T n + l ( o l d )  „  \« +I(oW) n + x { o l d )
I  P g ) i , j  '-J I  ‘~ ' ’J
and ( „ \«+K°ld) rrn+Uotd) ( „ „„+KL,y r »< J -K),-u T'-<n+l(otd) T „+Uold)
[7 n^+i\(o,d) _ 7 j » ^ ) ] when updating and j ^ X{new). Thus, an iterative method for
obtaining densities, velocities, pressure and temperature at time level n+1 from time level 
n can be described as follows:
Step 1. Initialize values for ( p g)"j , (Ps)"j an<3 T ”J X by using the obtained values at 
time level n, and obtain updated (pg) : f new), (ps) " ^ nev), T ^ new) using the
Jacobi iteration. To speed up the calculation, we use column by column iteration, 
rather than point-wise Jacobi iteration. For every column, the solutions were
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obtained by the direct method, the Thomas Algorithm. The iteration continued 
until a convergent solution was obtained on the following criteria
/  \n + \(n ew ) /  \n+\(old)
\Psh j  - ( a ) , . ,
( \rt + l(rtew) / \/7 + l
P' h j  - ( P*hj
Step 2. Solve pressure and velocities (ur)”*1 and (u ,)n2 l using Eqs. (4.13)-(4.14).
4.2 Parameter Estimation for the Absorption Process
The previous problem can be summarized as solving a direct problem. Generally 
speaking, the direct problem was that we knew the values of all parameters, and then 
applied physical laws to a system, obtaining a mathematical model and using this model 
to predict the quantities o f interest of the system. Although most parameters such as 
porosity and thermal conductivity, in the model can be measured individually and kept 
unchanged during the absorption/desorption processes, some parameters may relate to the 
specific materials such as Ca in the reaction rate. In this section, we will present an
inverse technique to estimate Ca . It should be pointed out that our method was a general
one. It does not only apply to the estimation of the value of Ca , but can also be used to
estimate other parameters.
The direct problem is described by Eq. (3.1)-(3.2), (3.4), (3.7-3.8), where we 
knew all the values o f parameters and we could predict the distribution of the temperature, 
the hydrogen density, and the hydride density. The mathematical formulation of the 
inverse problem was given by the same Eq. (3.1)-(3.2), (3.4), (3.7-3.8), except that the
< e ,
<  E  .
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value of the parameter Ca was unknown; instead, temperature measurements Tt ,
/ = 1,2,...,M  taken with M  sensors placed at M  locations were given. Thus, the 
problem could be described as follows: by utilizing the M  measured temperatures Tt ,
/ = 1,2,..., M  to estimate the value of parameter Ca.
This problem was an inverse problem. An inverse problem generally is an ill- 
posed problem in the sense of the solution’s existence, uniqueness and stability. The idea 
of the solution of this inverse problem was to transform the inverse problem into a well- 
posed approximation problem. Here, we used the least squares method, transforming the 
inverse problem into a minimization problem. The existence of the solution of the inverse 
problem was ensured by requiring that the solution of the inverse problem minimizes the 
squared norm of the difference between calculated and measured temperatures.
4.2.1 Least Squares Method
We assumed that temperature can be experimentally measured by using M  
sensors at M  locations and the values o f measurements were assumed to be
Ti ,i = 1,2,..., M . This setting can be changed to the case one sensor and measured at M  
different times, or as other combinations. We denoted Tt (Ca) as the calculated 
temperature at location i at the same time when the temperatures were measured, based 
on an estimated parameter Ca , and denoted
Minimizing S (T ) by differentiating it with respect to the parameter Ca , we 
obtained that
(4.19)
(=i
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(4.20)
Introducing vectors
X  =
1<f-T
1
e-t 
•••
11
.J
.
1
(4.21)
Eq. (4.12) can be written in vector form as
X T( T - f )  = 0,  (4.22)
d l ( C  )
where X  is the sensitivity matrix. And terms — LlsJ .  5 / = 1 2 ,.. .,  M  were called
d C a
sensitivity coefficients. They represented how temperatures Ti changed with respect to 
the change o f the unknown parameter Ca. We prefered to use large sensitivity 
coefficients. “Large sensitivity coefficient” means that temperature is sensitive to the 
change of unknown parameters. A small sensitivity coefficient makes the inverse 
problem very sensitive to measurement errors and the estimation very difficult. Therefore, 
we needed to place sensors at places where the temperature was sensitive to the change 
ofCa .
Because the system of equations, Eq. (4.22), is nonlinear, an iterative technique 
was needed for its solution. We chose to use the modified Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm since this algorithm is a combination of the Newton’s method, which 
converges quickly but needs a good initial guess, and the steepest descent method, which
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converges slowly but does not require a good initial guess [37], By using the Levenberg- 
Marquardt algorithm, the updated Ca was obtained by
( C .L ,  = (C „)t + ( X rX  + %lj'xT(T-f), k = 1,2, . . . ,  (4.23)
where rji was damping parameter (and when Tjk = 0, the algorithm becomes the Newton 
method). Note that dTJdCa must be evaluated in Eq. (4.22). We used an approximation
ST, . 7-(C, + A C ,)-7 :(C a)
ACa
where ACa was a small perturbation to the parameter Ca . Hence, coupled with the direct 
problem for obtaining densities, velocities, and temperature, a numerical algorithm for 
estimating the value of parameter Ca can be described as follows:
Step 1. Initiate the values of (Ca)k and ACa, and solve the direct problem twice to obtain 
the calculated temperatures Tt(Ca + ACa) and ^ ( Q ) .
Step 2. Calculate sensitivity matrix X  by Eq. (4.24) and Eq. (4.21).
Step 3. Update estimated (Cfl)i+1 by Eq. (4.23).
Repeat steps 1 -3  until a convergent Ca is obtained based on the criterion
Kc . L , - ( c „ ) t |< « .
4.3 The Numerical Method for the Desorption Process
4.3.1 The Finite Difference Method for Governing Equations of the Desorption 
Process
For the desorption process, we also had six equations, Eq. (3.12), (3.13), (3.16), 
(3.18), (3.19). Note that Eq. (3.18) actually contained two equations. We have six
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unknowns: the temperature, the density o f hydrogen gas, the density of hydride, the 
hydrogen gas pressure, and the velocities in r- and z-directions. First, we simplified these 
equations by substituting Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.18) to obtain
K dPg (r ,z , t )  KRc S ( p gT(r , z , t ) )
Pg & dr
u, = •
K dPg (r ,z , t )  _ KRc d ( p gT (r’z ’())
Pg d z P g  d z
Substituting Eq. (4.25) into Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.16) yielded 
dpg (r ,z , t )  =
d (p gT ( r , z , t ))
dt
KRC d
rPg dr
r p g(r,z, t)-
dr
KRC d
Pg dz
Ps {r , z , t )
d ( p gT ( r , z ,t))
dz
- m (r , z , t ),
and
K ) ,
d T (r , z , t )  _  1 d ( dT (r , z , t )
dt r dr dr
A a /H----
dz
x. dT (r , z , t )
dz
+ p  Cpg
+ Pg^pg
KRC d ( p gT (r , z , t ) )  dT (r ,z , t )  
p g dr dr
KRC d {PgT (r ’z ’0 )  dT (r , z , t )
dz dz
(4.25a)
(4.25b)
(4.26)
(4.27)
+ m [ A H ' >+ T ( r , z , t ) ( c „ - C r, ) ] .
Using the second-order central difference method coupled with the Crank- 
Nicolson method, terms in Eq. (4.26) and (4.27), can be discretized as
dpg (r , z , t )
dt
n+l/2
<4 -2 8 a >
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d_
dr
r p g(r ,z , t)  
1 1
8 (p gT ( r , z , t )) 
dr
n+1/2
n+1
2r Ar2 I (  ^ g ,+1 /2^ ’ /-1/2 ^  ^
'.y
n+1
/+U
n+I
J
n+1
v
n+1
l,y
+  -
J  1_
2r(_I/2 Ar2
~r-< [ ( p , X . K - ( p ^ . , K u  ]}+o(a,!+V ),
where (p. C ,.,=\((p> C+ C) •
d_
dz
Pg {r , z , t )
d ( p gT (r ,z , t ) )
dz
n+1/2
>.J
£ > f a Z » [ ( r . C T & - ( r . Z *
\ n +1
n +1
.y
n+l
y-i
+  -
C ( /_  y
2Az a L , „
-  (a  C  [(a  I  s  - ( *  L .  ^  ] * o K + ^ ) .
where the constant C = KR
" (r - z> ' C 2 = 5  [ < ■ + <  ] +° ( A'2) •
dT(r ,z , t )
dt
n+l/2
= ^ t e * ' - 7 : : ; ]  + 0 (A r! ).
I J
(4.28b)
(4.28c)
(4.28d)
(4.28e)
\n+
V2
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m[AH° + T (r , z , t ) (Cpg - Cps
n+1/2
= \ { C + < )  ^ + ^ ( C +7/ 'J ( c , » - c ,.)
rO . 1  
2 '
+ 0 (A /)2.
Substituting Eq. (4.20a) - (4.20d) into Eq. (4.18) yields
A/
C
2rt_inAr t j ,
n +1
y
+ -
c
2Az
n+l
i,7
rt + 1 n+l
7
- f e e ,
+ -
c
2rM/2Ar 2  ' /+l/2,y
♦ ^ { ( ' X . ^ X . ^ - i ' X ^  
- ( ^ [ ( / x ^ x c .
K > K ,
Substituting Eq. (4.28e)-(4.28j) produced
[ ( ^ ) . r
, „ +1/2 r n+i - 7 ’"
1 i .j  >.j
At
X.
2r„l/2Ar'
+  -
2Az‘
I ' r ’rt+l synnn+l , nnn+\ "1
L  t ' j+l i J  ' . 7 - 1  J
(4-28J)
(4.29)
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- T’, J ]
+ ^ [ o - 27: : +7::- .]
+ ( a )” “  c -*c  d ?  [< a  : ^  -  < a  >” ■•/ ]  [ ^ U  "  ]  
+ ( a  ) " w  a  c .  c .  -  <a k , - ,  -  c .  ]
yrt+1 'jjpn
(4.30)
Thus, both Eq. (4.29) and (4.30) had second-order accuracy in truncation errors 
both in spatial dimension and temporal dimension. Employing modified Euler method to 
Eq. (3.13) produced
(a ) ; ; ' - ( a );, i r , .( l - s ) -
At
(4.31)
Auxiliary Eqs. (3.14), (3.19), (3.17a), (3.18) and (3.19) were calculated as follows
( " C ’ = ° d exp
V ,
n+l
n+l
j
( \ n
p4
n+l
J
[ ( A ) " ' - A , ] -  ( 4 3 2 )
A —
B
7"*n+l
‘J J
/ wi+l
= -
\n+ l
',J
Ar
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35a)
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(u T '
Ms Az
( \n + l /  \n + l
I  = * < ( /> .) , ,r - (436)
4.3.2 Discretization of Boundary Conditions
By the staggered grid, boundary conditions Eq. (3.21) can be discretized with 
second-order accuracy.
dP(R,z ,t )
At r = R ,  condition —     = 0 can be discretized as
dr
<4-37a>
^  . dT (R ,z , t )  r  . .
Condition —Xe  ^ ------- — hl \ T { R , z , t ) - T /  J can be discretized as
■in+l _ 2Xe - \ t±z T „+l + 2 /1,Az
2Xe + /i,Az ''Nz 2Xe +hxbz
(4.37b)y n + l
_ 2Xe -  f^Ar i 2/i|Ar
w,+u 2 ^ + ^ A r  ^  2Ae + /i1Ar K"
dP(r ,H , t )
At z = / / ,  the boundary condition —  ---------  = 0 can be discretized as,
dz
M l <4-37c>
„ a r ( r , / f , / )  , r , .
and condition -    = r\ I T (r, H , t )~ T f  J can be discretized as
d + .  = : ?  v r  K s ' + 7  . (4.37d)
spftXz,/) a r (o ,z , / )
At r = 0 , the boundary conditions —     = 0 a n d ----- --------  = 0 were discretized as
dr dr
W c - f o C c .  <4 -37a)
At z = 0 , the boundary conditions P (r ,0 , t ) = P0 were discretized as
(4.37g)
was discretized asand condition -Xe
(4.37h)
In the calculation, Eq. (4.29) yielded the hydrogen gas density. Eq. (4.31) 
produced the density of hydride. Eq. (4.30) gave the temperature. After obtaining these 
three quantities, the hydrogen gas pressure and velocities can be calculated by Eq. (4.36) 
and (4.35), respectively. Since Eq. (4.29) -  (4.30) were coupled and nonlinear, we used 
the Jacobi iteration method to solve this system of equations. The calculation steps can be 
expressed as follows:
Eq. (4.29) -  (4.31). The iteration continues until a convergent solution is obtained 
based on the following criteria
Step 2. Solve pressure by Eq. (4.36) and velocities (ur)"j and (u2)"+j by Eq. (4.35).
Step 1. Initialize values o f {p g)”j (0,d), (Ps) " jUM) and 7’"+l(oW) by the obtained values at
time level n . Then {pgYi^ {nev), (/7s)”}1<mfW) and 7 ’"+1<new) would be obtained by
nn+\(new)
iJ
rt+\{new>)
n+l(new) ( \n+ ](o ld )
p * ) u  < £
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4.4 Parameter Estimation for the Desorption Process
By using the numerical method presented in the previous section, the distribution 
of temperature, the distribution of hydride density, and the amount o f hydrogen desorbed, 
and so on can be predicted. This is a direct problem for which all the values of parameters 
are known and by using the mathematical model, quantities o f interest can be predicted. 
However, some parameters, such as the reaction coefficient, Cd, in the reaction rate m , 
cannot be directly measured. Utilizing directly measurable quantities, such as temperature, 
to estimate the value of Cd is the topic of this section.
4.4.1 Formulation of Direct Problem and Inverse Problem
The direct problem is described by Eqs. (3.12) -  (3.13), (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19), 
where the values of all parameters were known, and temperature distribution, density 
distribution, pressure and velocity were to be predicted. The formulation of the inverse 
problem was described by the same Eqs. (3.12) -  (3.13), (3.16), (3.118) and (3.19),
A
except that the parameter Cd was unknown and the measured temperature T[, 
i = 1 , 2 were known. Parameter Cd needed to be estimated by utilizing these
temperaturesTi , / = 1,2,...,M  . This was an inverse problem. The principal difficulty in 
the solution of the inverse problem is that the solution’s existence, uniqueness and 
stability with small change to the input data were not ensured [37]. One way to handle 
this ill-posed problem was to transform it into a minimization problem by minimizing the 
squared difference between calculated and measured temperatures.
4.4.2 Least Squares Method
We assume that Tt , i = 1 , 2 were temperatures calculated at the same
locations at the same time with temperature measurements Tt . The squared norm was 
expressed as
The estimated Cd should make the squared norm as small as possible, although 
not necessarily make it vanish. By differentiating it with respect to the unknown 
parameter Cd , the result was
where— ——— , i = 1 , 2 are the sensitivity coefficients. These coefficients
dCd
expressed the change of temperature with respect to the change o f the unknown 
parameter Cd . Larger sensitivity coefficients were preferred in the choice o f measurement
location and time. Thus, thermal sensors should be placed at locations with large absolute 
value of sensitivity coefficients. Otherwise, the inverse analysis becomes very sensitive 
to measurement errors and the estimation becomes difficult [37].
d T , ( C d )To calculate sensitivity coefficients  — - ,  the formula
(4.38)
(4.39)
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was used. From Eq. (4.40), T( (Cd) were first calculated with parameter Cd , then
^ ( Q  + AC,) was calculated by giving a small perturbation ACd to Cd. Hence, to
calculate sensitivity, the direct problem was to be calculated twice.
Eq. (4.39) could be expressed by the matrix form as
xT(r-i) = 0 ,
where
(4.41)
X  =
STM(Cd)
t2 II
1---
-
1 i
(4.42)
Eq. (4.41) is nonlinear. The modified Levenberg-Marquardt method was chosen 
to solve this equation. By using the modified Levenberg-Marquardt method, Eq. (4.41) 
can be solved iteratively by
( c„  )M = ( C d\ + ( x r x  + nki y  x l ( T - i ) , k  = \ X - .  (4.43)
The modified Levenberg-Marquardt method has an advantage over Newton’s 
method which converges fast, and it also has an advantage over the steepest descent 
method which does not require a good initial guess [37],
4.4.3 Computational Steps
The computational steps for estimating parameter Cd are described as follows.
Step 1. Initiate the values of (Cd)k and ACd, and solve the direct problem twice to obtain
the calculated temperatures Tl(Cd + ACd) and Tt(Cd).
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Step 2. Calculate sensitivity matrix X  by Eq. (4.42).
Step 3. Update estimated {Cd)k+X by Eq. (4.43).
Repeat steps (1) through (3) until a convergent Cd is obtained based on the 
criterion
KCA . , - ( C« ) ,!< * •
Because of the nonlinearity of the system, the numerical method was necessary to 
solve the system. The finite difference method was used to solve the system numerically. 
In this chapter, we also presented a numerical method for estimating the coefficients of 
reaction rates by the least squares method, and the numerical method to solve the 
estimation problem after the estimation problem has been transformed into a 
minimization problem. In Chapter 5, we will present the simulation results for the LaNi,- 
H2 storage system in the cylindrical reactor.
CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this chapter, numerical methods, which were presented in Chapter 4, are tested 
for the absorption and desorption processes in a cylindrical reactor with the alloy LaNi5. 
Distributions o f temperature, density o f hydride, and density of hydrogen are also 
presented. Evolution of the temperature and the density o f hydride at the specific points 
are demonstrated, and the results showed the significant effect o f temperature to the 
absorption and desorption processes. Reaction coefficients were estimated with 
measurement errors. Estimation results showed the applicability o f the numerical method.
5.1 Numerical Result for Absorption Process in a Cylindrical Reactor
To test the applicability of the numerical method presented in Chapter 4, we 
simulated the hydrogen absorption process in a cylindrical LaNis-FE reactor, with the 
parameters as shown in Figure 2.1. The reactor was filled with grains of LaNis alloy, and 
hydrogen gas was charged to the reactor from the top with constant pressure. The reactor 
was cooled down from the bottom and lateral walls. The thermal-physical properties and 
initial conditions for hydrogen gas and LaNis are listed in Table 5.1 [18-23].
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Table 5.1: Thermal-physical parameters o f absorption process.
Symbols Parameters Values Units
T0 Initial and coolant temperature 293 K
CPg Hydrogen specific heat 14,890
TXT
Hydride specific heat 419 Jk g - ' K -1
£ Porosity 0.5
Vg Hydrogen dynamic viscosity 8.76x10-* N s n T 2
Pss Density of hydride at saturate state 4200 kg m~3
Po Density of metal 4160 k g n T 3
AH ° Reaction enthalpy -1 .539xl07 J k g ’1
h Heat transfer coefficient 1,652 W n T 2 K
Pin Pressure at inlet 8 bar
K Hydride thermal conductivity 1.2 W m - ' r 1
K Hydrogen thermal conductivity 0.12 W m - ' r 1
Rc Specific gas constant 4,124 J k g -1 KU1
Rg Ideal gas constant 8.314 J mol_1 KU1
Tx w Fluid temperature 293 K
R Reactor radius 0.05 m
H Reactor height 0.12 m
K Permeability of the porous 1.6xl0~n m 2
c a Material constant 59.187 s '1
E a Activation energy 21,179.6 J mol
A Simplified material-related constant 17.608
B Simplified material-related constant 3,704.6 K
First, mesh independence was tested as shown in Figure 5.1 with three different 
mesh sizes: 20 x 20, 40x40, 50 x 50. Profiles o f temperature distribution along the central 
vertical line, r = 0.025 m, 0 < z < 0.12 m, at 1 minute in the computation domain with 
the three meshes are shown.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the temperature along the vertical central line with three 
meshes.
Figure 5.2 shows the profiles of temperature along the same central vertical line, 
r = 0.025 m, 0 < z < 0.12 m at 1 minute in the computational domain with three different 
time step sizes.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of temperature along the vertical line with three time step sizes
Figures 5.1, and 5.2 showed that there were no significant differences in the 
solution based on the three different meshes and three time step sizes, indicating that the 
solution was independent of the mesh sizes.
In the simulation, we chose At = 0.001 s, Nr = 20, Nz = 40. Figure 5.3 shows the 
evolution of temperature and density of hydride at three different locations (0.04 m, 0.07 
m).
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of temperature and density of hydride at (0.04 m, 0.07m).
Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of temperature and density o f hydride at (0.03 m, 
0.07 m).
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of temperature and density o f hydride at (0.03 m, 0.07m).
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Figure 5.5 shows the evolution o f temperature and density o f hydride at (0.02 m, 
0.07 m).
Point (0.02 m, 0.07 m)
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of temperature and density o f hydride at (0.02 m, 0.07m).
From Figures 5.3 -  5.5, it can be seen that temperature first increased dramatically 
since the reaction releases heat and then dropped gradually because o f the heat diffusion. 
The cause of the dropping temperature was due to the cooling effect o f the fluid around 
reactor and the heat conduction. The nearer the point was to the boundary, the sooner the 
temperature dropped. This evolution can be seen from the Figures 5.3 -  5.5. It also can be 
seen from these figures that when the temperature leveled off, the density o f hydride also 
leveled off. When the temperature dropped, the density of hydride began to increase. This 
observation showed the significant effect o f heat transfer to the absorption process. The 
calculated highest temperature, 339 K, was closest to the highest temperature, 338 K, in 
the experiment [21].
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Figure 5.6 (a)-(c) shows the contours of temperature distribution at 30 seconds, 1 
minute and 10 minutes. The figure clearly shows the cooling effect of fluid around the 
reactor. The high temperature region remained the central region of the reactor, and the 
region near the boundary walls was cooled down by heat transfer. Figure 5.6 (c) shows 
that the lower region of the central part of the reactor still had higher temperature at 10 
minutes. This change can be explained by the high pressure (8 bar) at the top of the 
reactor. The upper region of the reactor was cooled down faster than the lower part o f the 
reactor by the movement of the hydrogen gas.
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Figure 5.6 (a): Contours o f temperature (K) distribution at 30 second.
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Figure 5.6 (b): Contours of temperature (K) distribution at 1 minute.
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Figure 5.6 (c): Contours of temperature (K) distribution at 10 minute.
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Figure 5.7 (a)-(c) are the contours o f the density distribution of hydride at three 
times: (a) 30 seconds, (b) 1 minutes and (c) 10 minutes. Taking into account Figure 5.6, 
it can be seen that regions near the boundary had higher hydride density and lower 
temperature than the region near the center.
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Figure 5.7 (a): Contours of density o f hydride (kg/m ) distribution at 30 sec with inlet 
pressure 8 bar.
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Figure 5.7 (b): Contours of density o f hydride (kg/m ) distribution at 1 min with inlet 
pressure 8 bar.
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Figure 5.7 (c): Contours of density of hydride (kg/m ) distribution at 10 min with inlet 
pressure 8 bar.
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To see the influence of the different pressures at the inlet on the temperature 
evolution within the reactor, two different pressures were set at the inlet: 8 bar and 6 bar. 
Figure 5.8 (a)-(c) show the contours of temperature distribution at (a) 30 second, (b) 1 
minute and (c) 10 minutes with the inlet pressure 6 bar. Figure 5.8 shows a similar 
temperature changing trend with that o f Figure 5.7, which is:
(1) Temperature at the central part o f the reactor was higher than the temperature of 
the regions near the boundary walls due to the cooling effect of fluid.
(2) Temperature at the lower central region was higher than that of the other region 
at time 10 minutes.
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Figure 5.8(a): Contours o f temperature (K) distribution at 30 sec with inlet pressure 6 
bar.
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Figure 5.8 (b): Contours o f temperature (K) distribution at 1 min with inlet pressure 6 
bar.
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Figure 5.8 (c): Contours of temperature (K) distribution at 10 min with inlet pressure 6 
bar.
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However, it was clearly shown that, with the 6 bar pressure at the inlet, the 
temperature was lower than that at the corresponding location with the inlet pressure 8 
bar.
Figure 5.9 (a)-(c) show the influence of the inlet pressure to the temperature 
evolution at three locations. From the evolutions of the temperature, we can see clearly 
that high gas pressure at the inlet led to higher temperature and a faster saturation rate 
than the reactor with low pressure, so the higher pressure at the inlet expedites the 
absorption process.
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Figure 5.9 (a): Influence of the inlet pressures to the temperature evolution at point (0.02 
m, 0.07 m) with two constant pressures at inlet.
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Figure 5.9 (b): Influence of the inlet pressures to the temperature evolution at point (0.03 
m, 0.07 m) with two constant pressures at inlet.
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Figure 5.9 (c): Influence of the inlet pressures to the temperature evolution at point (0.04 
m, 0.07 m) with two constant pressures at inlet.
5.2 Parameter Estimation for Absorption Process
To test the validity of our numerical method for estimating Ca , we first ran a
previous simulation with Ca = 59.187, and record temperatures at nine locations at 1 
minute. The results are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Nine locations and corresponding temperatures.
Location Temperature
(1.25cm, 1.5cm) 337.1659 K
(2.5cm, 1.5cm) 337.1656 K
(3.75cm,1.5cm) 337.1652 K
(1.25cm, 6cm) 336.6690 K
(2.5cm, 6cm) 336.6689 K
(3.75 cm, 6cm) 336.6685 K
(1.25cm, 10.5cm) 336.4058 K
(2.5cm, 10.5cm) 336.4056 K
(3.75cm,10.5cm) 336.4053 K
We took these temperatures as measured temperatures and used them to test our 
numerical estimation method. The expected converged value should be the true value 
59.187. In the calculation, we chose perturbation ACo=0.01. Figure 5.10 shows that the
test results with a variety of initial guesses o f Ca.
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Figure 5.10: Convergence of Estimated Ca.
Measurement errors are inevitable. In order to simulate the measured 
temperatures which contain measurement errors, the random error s  was introduced to 
the true temperature as shown as
( r )  =(7;) + e.  (5.1)
'  '  m easured true
We assumed that the calculated temperatures were the true temperatures (Tt)lne, 
and measurement errors were assumed to have a normal distribution with mean zero and 
standard deviation a , which is e  ~ A^0,cr2).
We then wondered how the estimated Ca would respond to measurements with 
errors. Will the estimated Ca be consistently larger or smaller than the true Ca ? Figure 
5.11 shows the distribution of thirty estimated Ca when the measured temperatures were 
subject to errors.
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Figure 5.11: Histogram of thirty estimated Ca.
Table 5.3 is the basic descriptive statistics o f the thirty estimated Ca . We noticed
the standard error was very small.
Table 5.3: Basic descriptive statistics of the thirty estimated Ca.
n Mean Std Dev Std Error Min Max Median
30 59.090 0.333 0.061 58.104 59.681 59.175
We used the two-side t-test to perform the hypothesis test with null hypothesis as: 
H 0 :The mean of the population is 59.187,
H a : The mean of the population is not 59.187.
The result showed that we cannot reject the null hypothesis (df=29, t-value=-l .59, 
p-value=0.12); therefore, we could conclude that the estimation o f Ca was not
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consistently larger or smaller than the true value o f Ca. This result justifies the usage of 
estimated Ca when measurements are exposed to errors.
5.3 Numerical Results for Desorption Process
5.3.1 Checking the Grid Independence
First, we needed to check the grid independence of the scheme designed in 
Section 4.3. Figure 5.12 shows the temperature distribution along the vertical central line, 
r = 0.025 m, 0 < z  < 0.12 m, at 1 minute in the computational domain. From Figure 5.12 
we see that there were no significant differences in the solutions obtained based on these 
three meshes: 20 x 20, 40 x 40, and 50 x 50, indicating that the solution was independent of 
the mesh size.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the temperature change at the vertical central line with three 
meshes.
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Figure 5.13 shows the temperature distribution along the same central line, 
r = 0.025 m, 0 < z < 0.12 m, at 2 minutes in the computational domain. It shows that 
there was no significant differences in the solutions obtained based on three time step 
sizes: At = 0.001, At = 0.0005, and At = 0.00025, indicating that the solution was 
independent of the time step size.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the temperature at the vertical central line with three time 
step sizes.
5.3.2 Numerical Results
In the simulation, we chose to use the material LaNis. The thermal-physical 
parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Thermal-physical parameters for desorption process.
Symbols Parameters Values Units
T0
Initial and coolant 
temperature 293 K
C Pg
Hydrogen specific 
heat 14,890 Jk g - ' K~‘
Hydride specific 
heat 419
: 
TT00
s Porosity 0.5
Pg
Hydrogen dynamic 
viscosity 8.76x 10"6 N s n T 2
Pss
Density of hydride 
at saturate state 4200 kg m~3
Po Density of metal 4160 k g m -3
AH° Reaction enthalpy 1.6x 107 J k g - 1
h Heat transfer coefficient 1,652 W m"2 K
P,„ Pressure at inlet 8,500 Par
K
Hydride thermal 
conductivity 1.2 W m - ' r 1
K
Hydrogen thermal 
conductivity 0.12 W m "1 K _1
K
Specific gas 
constant 4,124 J k g '1 K -1
Rg Ideal gas constant 8.314 J mol -1 K "1
Tw Fluid temperature 313 K
R Reactor radius 0.05 m
H Reactor height 0.12 m
K
Permeability o f the 
porous 1 .6x l0“u m 2
c d Material constant 9.57 s"1
Ed Activation energy 16,420 J m ol_1
A
Simplified material 
constant 17.478
B
Simplified material 
constant 3,704.6 K
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Figure 5.14 shows the contours o f temperature distribution inside the reactor at (a) 
1 minute, (b) 10 minutes, (c) 30 minutes, and (d) 50 minutes. It can be seen that 
temperature at the core of the reactor decreased first since the reaction absorbs heat. The 
temperature near the wall was higher than that in the core region because o f the effect of 
heating fluid around the reactor. As the time increased, the temperature gradually 
increased until it reached the fluid temperature. At 50 minutes, only a small central region 
was left with low temperature.
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Figure 5.14: Contours o f temperature distribution at time (a) 1 minute, (b) 10 minute, (c) 
30 minute and (d) 50 minute.
Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of density of hydride at (a) 1 minute, (b) 10 
minutes, (c) 30 minutes and (d) 50 minutes. Comparing Figure 5.14 to Figure 5.15, we
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see that the density of hydride dropped dramatically at the beginning, and the density of 
hydride at the region near the wall dropped more quickly than that of the region at the 
center since the desorption process absorbs heat. Heat first transferred to the region near 
the walls. This evolution can be seen from Figure 5.14 which shows higher temperature 
near the walls than that at the central region. At 50 minutes, nearly all hydrogen was 
released from the hydride. Therefore, the density o f hydride reached the density of pure 
alloy.
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Figure 5.15: Contours of density distribution of hydride at time (a) 1 minute, (b) 10
minute, (c) 30 minute and (d) 50 minute.
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Figure 5.16 (a)-(c) show the evolution of temperature and density of hydride at 
three points inside the reactor: (a) (0.02 m, 0.07 m), (b) (0.03 m, 0.07 m), (c) (0.04 m,
0.07 m). These figures clearly show the relationship of evolution of temperature and 
density of hydride. Figure 5.17 (a) is nearer to the boundary wall than the other two 
points. At this point, temperature dropped dramatically first, and then increased gradually 
until it reached the fluid temperature after 3500 seconds. Accordingly, we see that at this 
point, density o f hydride decreased continuously until releasing all hydrogen gas. At 
point (b), the change of temperature and density of hydride was similar to that of point (a), 
except that the temperature had a slight leveling off between decreasing and increasing, 
and accordingly, the density o f hydride also showed this phenomenon at the same period. 
Point (c) shows the effect of leveling off more clearly. This phenomenon was because 
point (c) was near the center o f the reactor and needed time to absorb heat transferred 
from the boundary. Before absorbing heat, the reaction stopped. Hence, the temperature 
and the density o f hydride showed the leveling off phenomenon.
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Figure 5.16 (a): Evolution of temperature and density of hydride at point (0.02 m, 0.07 
m).
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Figure 5.16 (b): Evolution of temperature and density o f hydride at point (0.03 m, 0.07 
m).
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Figure 5.16 (c): Evolution of temperature and density o f hydride at point (0.04 m, 0.07 
m).
Figure 5.17 shows the velocity distribution of hydrogen gas in the reactor at (a) 30 
second, (b) 1 minute and (c) 10 minute. The velocity distribution showed stronger 
velocity near the outlet than that at other regions. As time increased, the velocity 
gradually decreased.
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Figure 5.17: Velocity distribution of hydrogen gas at (a) 30 second, (b) 1 minute and (c) 
10 minute.
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5.4 Parameter Estimation for Desorption Process
To examine the applicability o f the estimation procedure developed in Section 4.4, 
we considered the parameter estimation problem of estimating the unknown parameter 
Cd. The inverse problem is described in Section 4.4.1.
In the research, we simulated the direct problem with Cd = 9.57, and recorded 
temperatures at nine locations as the measured temperatures. The locations o f the nine 
points and corresponding points are listed in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Nine locations and corresponding temperatures.
Location Temperature
(1.25cm, 1.5cm) 260.5112 K
(2.5cm, 1.5cm) 260.5309 K
(3.75cm,1.5cm) 260.5738 K
(1.25cm, 6 cm) 269.3956 K
(2.5cm, 6 cm) 269.4079 K
(3.75cm,6 cm) 269.4292 K
(1.25cm, 10.5cm) 271.8511 K
(2.5cm, 10.5cm) 271.8600 K
(3.75cm, 10.5cm) 271.8751 K
Taking these temperatures as sensor measurements, parameter Cd was estimated 
with different initial guesses and damping parameter 77 = 0.001. Figure 5.18 shows the 
convergence of estimated Cd with different initial guesses.
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Figure 5.18: Estimation of parameter Cd .
Figure 5.18 shows the estimation results with damping parameter rj = 0.001. For 
initial guesses 0.1, 1 and 10, the estimated Cd converged to the exact value of Cd. 
However, for initial guesses 20 and 40, the estimated values diverged since negative 
values appeared. Because Cd must be positive, negative values caused the program for 
the direct problem to stop.
We needed to consider the choice o f the damping parameter. When the damping 
parameter becomes small, the modified Levenberg-Marquardt method behaves more like 
Newton’s method, which converges quickly but needs an initial guess near the solution. 
When the damping parameter becomes large, the modified Levenberg-Marquardt method 
behaves more like the steepest descent method which converges slowly but does not 
require a good initial guess. In the light o f this knowledge, we enlarged the damping 
parameter 77 from 0.001 to 0.1. Figure 5.19 shows the convergence of estimated Cd with
E x a c t C d * 9 .5 7  
Ini. C d= 0 .1  
Ini. C d = I  
Ini. C d « 1 0  
Ini. C d « 2 0  
Ini. Cd=»40
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damping parameter 77 = 0.1. We can see that the estimated Cd converges with a variety
of initial guesses ranging from 0.1 to 100. However, the price paid was the increased 
iteration numbers which show the slow convergence.
1 0 0
Exact Cd=9.57 
Int. Cd=£ 1 
Ini. C d= l 
Ini. C d=20 
Ini. Cd=40 
Ini. Cd=60 
Ini. C d=80 
Ini. C d=100
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Figure 5.19: Convergence o f estimation of Cd.
Although we derived the estimation method with respect to parameter Cd, the 
designed parameter estimation method was not limited to estimate this parameter. It can 
be used to estimate other parameters. For example, Figure 5.20 shows the convergence of 
estimation with respect to the parameter Ed (with damping parameter 77 = 0.001).
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5.5 Parallel Jacobi Iteration
As we mentioned in Chapter 4, Eqs. (4.9), (4.10), (4.29) and (4.30) are nonlinear 
and the iteration method is needed to solve them. The iteration method we chose was the 
Jacobi iteration method. The reasons for this choice were that it is easy to implement, 
stable, and suitable for parallel computation but the Jacobi iteration is slow. It needs more 
iteration to converge than other methods, such as the Gauss Seidel iteration method. 
However, the Gauss Seidel is hard to be parallelized. To achieve high speed-up, we chose 
to use the Jacobi iteration.
To parallelize the Jacobi iteration, we chose to use the distributed memory model. 
Hence, using MPI was a natural choice.
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Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standardized and portable message-passing 
system designed by a group of researchers from academia and industry to function on a 
wide variety of parallel computers [1,3]. MPI is popular in parallel computation since it 
is standardized, portable and scalable. MPI implementations are available on almost all 
platforms. MPI has become the standard for implementing message-based parallel 
programs in distributed-memory computing environment [1,3].
The idea o f the Jacobi iteration in this research is as follows. After initial data 
were set, data at every point were updated by their four neighbors. Then the updated data 
was used as initial data to obtain updated data again. This process was repeated until the 
desired accuracy was reached. The idea of parallelization o f the Jacobi iteration comes 
from the fact that the updating calculation at each grid point is independent of updating at 
other grid points. The updating calculation can be performed at the same time.
The idea for parallelization of Jacobi iteration is as follows. First, the whole 
matrix, assume N 2 elements, is decomposed into P (number of processors) small 
matrices. Every small matrix is sent to a processor and stored at the local memory of that 
processor. Each processor performs iteration on this small matrix. When updating the 
data at one grid point, all its neighbors’ data are needed. One issue of the parallel 
program version of the Jacobi iteration in our code is that the data at the boundary of the 
small matrix need data from its neighbor matrices which are processed by other 
processors. The distributed matrices require communication between processors. To 
ensure the data communicated between processors are right, synchronization is required. 
After all processors update the matrices, an accuracy test among processors is first
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performed at local memory, then across all processors to test whether the desired 
accuracy has been reached.
Assume we use P processors, and the whole matrix size is N 2, and the number 
of iterations is K . Therefore, the complexity for sequential version of the Jacobi iteration 
is 0 (K N 2) . Thus, the complexity for parallel version is ideally 0 {K N 2 / P ) .
Points in the parallel Jacobi iteration are:
(1) Communication: The data at the boundary of the local matrix need data from 
its neighbors which are located in the memory o f other processors. The idea of 
communication is illustrated by Figure 5.21. Two neighboring matrices are 
processed by two processors. Each matrix needs the data at the boundary of 
the other matrix, so both matrices send their boundary data to each other and 
add the received data beside their boundaries. In MPI, we use the non- 
blocking operation to perform the sending and receiving operations.
MPI isend and MPI_irecv are used in the parallel program.
Figure 5.21: Communication between neighboring processors.
(2) Synchronization: To ensure the data sent and received are the right data, 
synchronization is essential in the program. To this end, we used MPI wait,
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together with MPI isend and M PIirecv. These operations ensure 
synchronization and prevent potential deadlock.
The overall design for the parallel Jacobi iteration is as follows:
Step 1. Decompose the whole matrix into small matrices. Every small matrix contains 
several continuous columns of the whole matrix and is sent to one processor. 
During decomposing, maintaining load balance is important for the performance 
of the parallel program. Thus, we send an equal number o f columns of the whole 
matrix to every processor.
Step 2. Update each local matrix o f processors, and then wait until all processors finish 
updating their local matrices.
Step 2. Test local accuracy for each processor and then test the whole accuracy by using 
MPI allredude. If accuracy is not satisfied, go to step 4, or the iteration stops. 
Then calculate for the next time level.
Step 4. Perform communication between neighboring processors and then repeat, 
updating the data until desired accuracy is attained.
The performance achieved is shown in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: Speed up reached with different meshes. 
The speed up is calculated by the formula
where p  is the number o f processors, Tx is the execution time o f the sequential program,
T is the execution time of the parallel program with p  processors. It can be seen that
with mesh 40 x 40, the speed up reached its maximum with 8 processors. After that, the 
speed up dropped when the number of processors increases. This dropping is because the 
overhead of communication dominated the time of the calculation on iteration. With the 
bigger mesh, 80 x 80, we see the similar effect. The speed-up with 40 processors was 
lower than that o f 20 processors because there are only two columns for each processor in 
this case, and time spent on communication increased.
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
6.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, an accurate and stable numerical method for simulating the 
absorption and desorption processes in a cylindrical metal-hydrogen reactor based on a 
two-dimensional mathematical model was presented. The finite difference method was 
developed for solving the governing equations. We have tested the proposed numerical 
method with a simulation for a cylindrical LaNis.-F^ reactor. By utilizing the simulation, 
details o f information about the absorption and desorption processes were obtained. In 
particular, the temperature distributions, the density distribution of hydride, the density 
distribution of hydrogen gas, the velocity o f hydrogen gas and the pressure profiles were 
obtained.
For the absorption process, simulation results showed that temperature inside the 
reactor first increased quickly due to the released heat of the reaction, and then 
temperature gradually dropped because of the cooling effect of fluid around the reactor. 
Heat transfer played a key role in the formation of hydride. Hydride near the boundary 
reached a saturation state much sooner than the alloy near the center of the reactor. When 
temperature increased to a certain extent, the reaction halted until the heat was removed. 
Simulation results also showed that increasing the inlet pressure significantly accelerated 
the absorption process.
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For the desorption process, simulation results showed that the temperature inside 
the reactor dropped dramatically at the beginning since the reaction absorbed heat, and 
then temperature gradually increased due to the heat transfer from the fluid around the 
reactor. Regions near the boundary wall released hydrogen gas much faster than the 
hydride near the center. When temperature dropped to a certain extent, the reaction 
stopped until heat transferred from the boundary.
By employing the least squares method, we designed a numerical method for 
estimating the critical coefficient in the reaction rate based on the temperature measured 
inside the reactor since the coefficient played an important role in the prediction of the 
quantities o f interest and could not be measured directly. Numerical results showed that 
the proposed numerical method could be used to estimate the coefficient with a relatively 
wide range of initial guesses in both absorption and desorption processes. Such a 
numerical method could also be used to estimate other parameters.
6.2 Future Works
Future research will focus on the following aspects. The assumption of a constant 
volume of hydride during the absorption/desorption processes was used for the 
mathematical model. However, the volume of hydride increased during the absorption 
process. To investigate the absorption process more accurately, we can introduce this 
phenomenon into the model.
Optimization of the size of the reactor could be an interesting topic in the 
following endeavor. For example, the effect o f ratio of radius to height of 
absorption/desorption reactor would be an interesting topic to optimize the design of the
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reactor. Finally, we may further consider the other types o f reactor geometries besides the 
cylindrical geometry.
APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE FOR ABSORPTION PROCESS AND PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
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c Fei Han
c Absorption process and inverse problem
£l|S *******************************************************************
c symbles:
c Dgn: density o f gas at time step n; 
c D gnl: density o f gas at time step n+1
c Dsn: density o f solid at time step n
c D sn l: density o f solid at time step n+1 
c Urn: velocity o f gas in r-direction at time step n+1
c Uzn: velocity o f gas in z-direction at time step n+1
c Tsn: temperature o f solid at time step n
c T sn l: temperature o f solid at time step n+1 
c Nr: number o f grid points in r-direction
c Nz: number o f grid points in z-direction
c ep: epsilon-porosity
c Cpg: specific heat o f gas
c clamg: lambda g thermal conductivity of gas 
c Cps: solid specific heat
c clams: lambda_s thermal conductivity o f solid 
c hgs: heat exchange coefficient between solid and gas 
c dp: partical diameter
c Pr: Prandtl number
c Re: Reynold number
c Dh: reaction heat of formation
c Ca: material-dependent constant
c Dss: density o f solid phase as saturation
c Ea: E_a
c Rg: R_g
c cKp: permeability o f the porous medium K 
c cMu: dynamic viscosity
c Rc: constant in the calculation of pressure 
c Uin: velocity o f Hydrogen at inlet 
c h_g,h_s: convection coefficients from boundary 
c TO: gas temperature
c Ta: air temperature
c rL: length in r-direction
c zL: length in z-direction
c tL: total time
c Nin: number o f grid points for gas entering 
c Nt: total time steps
c dr: grid size in r-direction
c dz: grid size in z-direction
c dt: time increment
c r(i): coordinate in r-direction
c z(i): coordinate in z-direction
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c P: gas pressure
c Rate: absorption rate
c Dgin: density o f hydrogen at inlet
implicit none
DIMENSION r(0:500),z(0:500),rh(0:500),
& Dgn(0:500,0:500),Dsn(0:500,0:500),Um(0:500,0:500),
& Uzn(0:500,0:500),Tsn(0:500,0:500),
& Dgnl0(0:500,0:500),Dgnl 1(0:500,0:500),Dgnl2(0:500,0:500),
& D snl0(0:500,0:500),Dsnl 1(0:500,0:500),Dsnl2(0:500,0:500),
& Tsnl0(0:500,0:500),Tsnl 1(0:500,0:500),Tsnl2(0:500,0:500),
& Rate(0:500,0:500),P(0:500,0:500),Peq(0:500,0:500),
& Raten(0:500,0:500),Pn(0:500,0:500)
DOUBLE PRECISION Dgn,DgnlO,Dgnl l,Dgnl2,Dsn,DsnlO,Dsnl l,D snl2, 
& Um,Uzn,Tsn,TsnlO,Tsnl l,Tsnl2,r,z,rh,P,dz,dr,dt,rL,zL,tL,Peq,
& ep,Cpg,clamg,Cps,clams,A,B,Dh,Ca,Dss,Ea,Rg,cKp,
& cMu,Rate,CD,CN,dtr,dtz,dtrr,dtzz,Raten,Pn,dcps,dcp,clam,CC,P0,
& tol_Jacobi,tol_all,err,errmax,TO,Ta,cl ,c2,c3,c4,rr,coe,
& avl,av2,av3,av4,avnl,avn2,avn3,avn4,h_g,Rc,prop
integer i,j,n,Nin,Nr,Nz,Nt,countl ,maxcountl ,count2,
& maxcount2,count3 ,maxcount3 ,p 1 r,p 1 z,p2r,p2z,p3r,p3z,
& p4r,p4z,p5r,p5z,p6r,p6z,p7r,p7z,p8r,p8z,p9r,p9z
afe 3)c aje sfc 3|c a|e afc a(c afe a|e a|c 3§e s|c 3|e 3(c sfe afe a)e s|c s it s|c j| c %  j|s j(! 3(t j|c s|c 3jc )Jc j| c i j t  j| c l i t  s|s
c Grid Setting 
rL=0.1D0 
zL=0.5D0 
tL=1.0D0 
Nr=20 
Nin=Nr-l 
Nz=40 
Nt=3600000 
dr=rL/Nr 
dz=zL/Nz 
dt=0.001D0 
do i=0,Nr 
r(i)=i*dr 
enddo 
do i=l,Nr 
rh(i)=(i-0.5)*dr 
enddo 
do j=0,Nz 
z(j)=j*dz 
enddo
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dtr=dt/(2.ODO* dr) 
dtrr=dt/(2 .ODO * dr * dr) 
dtz=dt/(2. ODO * dz) 
dtzz=dt/(2 .ODO * dz* dz)
c Data
ep=0.5D0
Cpg=14890.0D0
Cps=419.0D0
clamg=0.12D0
clams=1.2D0
Dss=4200.0D0
A=17.608D0
B=3704.6D0
coe=1000.0d0
Dh=-1.539D7
Ca=59.187D0
Ea=21179.6D0
Rg=8.314D0
cKp=1.6D-l 1
cMu=8.76D-6
Rc=4124.0D0
CC=cKp*Rc/cMu
clam=l .0*(ep*clamg+(l .0-ep)*clams)
h_g=1652.0D0
T0=293.0D0
Ta=293.0D0
P0=8.0D5
tol_all=lD-6
tol_Jacobi=lD-7
measured temperature and initial guess o f Ca *************
plr=5
p4r=5
p7r=5
p2r=Nr/2
p5r=Nr/2
p8r=Nr/2
p3r=Nr-5
p6r=Nr-5
p9r=Nr-5
plz=5
p2z=5
p3z=5
p4z=Nz/2
p5z=Nz/2
p6z=Nz/2
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p7z=Nz-5
p8z=Nz-5
p9z=Nz-5
maxcountl=0
maxcount2=0
maxcount3=0
en(  ^0j-mesh parameer setting ****************
c Initial Conditions 
do i=0,Nr+l 
do j=0,Nz+l 
Tsn(i,j)=293.0D0 
Peq(i,j )=coe * exp( A-B/T sn(i,j ))
Dgn(i,j)=Peq(ij)/(Rc*Tsn(ij))
Dsn(i j)= 4 160.0D0
enddo
enddo
OPEN (unit= 10,file-temperature_evolution 1 atm.dat')
WRITE(10,101) 0, Tsn(plr,plz),
& Tsn(p2r,p2z),T sn(p3r,p3z),Tsn(p4r,p4z),
& Tsn(p5r,p5z)
OPEN (unit=20,file-hydride_den.dat')
WRITE(20,101) 0, Dsn(plr,plz),
& Dsn(p2r,p2z),Dsn(p3r,p3z),Dsn(p4r,p4z),
& Dsn(p5r,p5z)
OPEN (unit=20,file='proportion.dat')
WRITE(21,*) 0,0.0
q********* start the Time Step ***************************************
n=0
c Guess the values at time step n+1 
111 doi= l,N r 
do j= l,N z 
Tsn 10(i j  )=T sn(i j )
DgnlO(ij)=Dgn(ij)
Dsn 10(i,j )=Dsn(i j )
enddo
enddo
maxcountl=0
maxcount2=0
maxcount3=0
gygp  ONE: Solve Densities ********** 
c Evaluate Absorption Rate 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Peq(ij )=coe* EXP( A-B/T sn(i j ))
Pn(i,j)=Rc*Dgn(ij)*Tsn(i,j)
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Raten(i j  )=Ca* EXP(-Ea/(Rg* T sn(i j )))
& *LOG(Pn(i,j)/Peq(ij))*(Dss-Dsn(ij)) 
enddo 
enddo 
1111 do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Dgnl l(i,j)=DgnlO(i,j)
Dsnl l(ij)=D snlO (ij) 
enddo 
enddo 
count 1=0 
1 d o i- l ,N r  
do j= l,N z
Peq(i,j)=coe*EXP(A-B/TsnlO(i,j))
P(ij)=Rc*Dgnl l(ij)*TsnlO(i,j) 
Rate(ij)=Ca*EXP(-Ea/(Rg*TsnlO(ij)))
& * LOG(P(i j  )/Peq(i j )) * (Dss-Dsn 1 l(ij))
enddo 
enddo
c (0) At interior points 
do i=2,Nr-l 
do j=2,Nz-l
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i+ l j)+D gnl l(i j))  
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(ij)+D gnl l(i-l,j)) 
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i,j+l)+Dgnl l( ij) )  
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(ij)+D gnl l( i j- l) )  
avn 1 =0.5 DO * (Dgn(i+1 j  )+Dgn(i j  )) 
avn2=0.5 DO * (Dgn(i ,j )+Dgn(i- l,j)) 
avn3=0.5D0 * (Dgn(i ,j+1 )+Dgn(i,j)) 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn(i,j)+Dgn(i,j-l))
CD=ep+dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avl+r(i-l)*av2)*TsnlO(i,j)/rh(i)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3+av4)*TsnlO(i,j)
CN=ep*Dgn(i,j)
& +dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avl*Dgnl l(i+l,j)*Tsnl0(i+l,j)
& +r(i-l)*av2*Dgnl l(i-l j)*Tsnl0(i-l,j))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl l(ij+ l)*T snl0(i,j+ l)
& +av4*Dgnl l(i,j-l)*T snl0(ij-l))
c
& +dtrr * CC * (r(i) * avn 1 * (Dgn(i+1 j ) * Tsn(i+1 j  )-Dgn(i j  )*'Tsn(i j )) 
& -r(i-l)*avn2*(Dgn(ij)*Tsn(ij)-Dgn(i-l j)*Tsn(i-l j)))/rh(i)
& +dtzz* CC * (avn3 * (Dgn(i j +1) * Tsn(i j +1 )-Dgn(i,j) * Tsn(i j  ))
& -avn4*(Dgn(ij)*Tsn(i j)-Dgn(i,j-1)*Tsn(i j  -1)))
& -dt*(Rate(ij)+Raten(i,j))/2.0D0 
Dgnl2(i,j)=CN/CD
enddo
enddo
(1) At left top comer point i=l j = l ,
T(i,0)=cl*T(i,l)+c2*T), T(0,j)=T(l,j)
c 1 =(clam-0.5 DO * dz* h_g)/(clam+0.5 DO* dz* h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5 *dz*h_g)
Tsnl 0( 1,0)=c 1 * Tsn 10( 1,1 )+c2* TO 
Tsn( 1,0)=c 1 *Tsn( 1,1 )+c2*T0
Dgnl 1(1,0)=(2.0D0*P0/Rc-Dgnl 1(1,l)*T snl0(l,l))/T snl0(l,0)
Dgn( 1,0)=(2.0D0*P0/Rc-Dgn( 1,1 )*Tsn( 1,1 ))/Tsn( 1,0) 
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl 1(2,1)+Dgnl 1(1,1)) 
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(l,2)+D gnl 1(1,1)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl 1(1,1)+Dgnl 1(1,0)) 
avnl =0.5D0*(Dgn(2,1 )+Dgn(l, 1)) 
avn3=0.5D0*(Dgn( 1,2)+Dgn( 1,1)) 
avn4=0.5 DO * (Dgn( 1,1 )+Dgn( 1,0))
CD=ep+dtrr * CC * r( 1) * av 1 * Tsn 10( 1,1 )/rh( 1)
& +dtzz* CC * (av3+2 .ODO * av4) *Tsn 10(1,1)
CN=ep*Dgn(l,l)
& +dtrr*CC*r(l)*avl*Dgnll(2,l)*TsnlO(2,l)/rh(l)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl l(l,2)*TsnlO(l,2)
& +a v4 * 2. 0D 0 * PO/Rc)
& +dtrr* CC * r( 1) * avn 1 *(Dgn(2,1 )*Tsn(2,1 )-Dgn( 1,1 )*Tsn( 1,1 ))/rh( 1) 
& +dtzz* CC * (avn3 * (Dgn( 1,2)*Tsn( 1,2)-Dgn( 1,1) * Tsn( 1,1))
& -avn4*(2.0D0*Dgn(l,l)*Tsn(l,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc))
& -dt*(Rate( 1,1 )+Raten( 1,1 ))/2.0D0 
Dgnl 2(1,1 )=CN/CD
(2) At left side line points,i=l j=2,N z-l,T (0j)=T(l j)  
do j=2,Nz-l
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(2,j)+Dgnl 1(1 j))  
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl 1(1 j+ l)+D gnl 1(1 j))  
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl 1(1 j)+D gnl 1(1 j-1)) 
avnl-0.5D0*(Dgn(2,j)+Dgn(l j)) 
avn3=0.5D0*(Dgn(l j+ l)+D gn(l,j)) 
avn4=0.5 DO * (Dgn( 1 j  )+Dgn( 1 j  -1))
C D=ep+dtrr* CC * r( 1 )*av 1 *Tsn 10(1 j)/rh( 1)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3+av4)*TsnlO(l j )
CN=ep*Dgn(l,j)
& +dtrr*CC*r(l)*avl*Dgnl l(2j)*TsnlO(2,j)/rh(l)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl 1(1 j+ l)*T sn l0 (l j+1)
& +av4*Dgnl 1(1 j-l)*TsnlO (l j-1))
& +dtrr* CC * r( 1) * avn 1 * (Dgn(2 j  )*Tsn(2 j  )-Dgn( 1 j ) * Tsn( 1 ,j ))/rh( 1)
& +dtzz*CC*(avn3*(Dgn(l j+ l)*T sn(l j+ l)-D g n (lj)* T sn (lj))
& -avn4*(Dgn( 1 ,j)*Tsn( 1 j)-Dgn( 1 j  -1 )*Tsn( 1 ,j-1)))
& -dt*(Rate(lj)+Raten(lj))/2.0D0 
D gnl2(l j)=CN/CD 
enddo
(3) At left bottom comer point T(l,nz)
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(2,Nz)+Dgnl 1(1, Nz)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgn 11(1 ,Nz)+Dgn 11(1 ,Nz-1)) 
avn 1 -0.5 DO * (Dgn(2 ,Nz)+Dgn( 1 ,Nz)) 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn( 1 ,Nz)+Dgn( 1 ,Nz-1))
CD=ep+dtrr * CC * r( 1 )* av 1 * Tsn 10( 1 ,Nz)/rh( 1)
& +dtzz*CC*av4*TsnlO(l,Nz)
CN=ep*Dgn( 1 ,Nz)
& +dtrr*CC*r(l)*avl*Dgnl l(2,Nz)*TsnlO(2,Nz)/rh(l)
& +dtzz*CC*av4*Dgnl l(l,N z-l)*TsnlO (l,N z-l)
& +dtrr!|!CC*r(l)*avnl*(Dgn(2,Nz)*Tsn(2,Nz)-Dgn(l,Nz)*Tsn(l,Nz)) 
& /rh(l)
& -dtzz*CC*avn4*(Dgn( 1 ,Nz)*Tsn( 1 ,Nz)-Dgn( 1 ,Nz-1 )*Tsn( 1 ,Nz-1))
& -dt*(Rate(l ,Nz)+Raten(l ,Nz))/2.0D0 
Dgn 12(1 ,Nz)=CN/CD
(4) At bottom side line points,i=2,Nr-1 j=N z 
do i=2,Nr-l
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i+l,Nz)+Dgnl l(i,Nz)) 
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i,Nz)+Dgnl l(i-l,Nz)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i,Nz)+Dgnl l(i,Nz-l)) 
avn 1=0.5 DO* (Dgn(i+1 ,Nz)+Dgn(i,N z)) 
avn2=0.5D0*(Dgn(i,Nz)+Dgn(i-l,Nz» 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn(i,Nz)+Dgn(i,Nz-1))
CD=ep+dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avl +r(i-1 )*av2)*Tsnl 0(i,Nz)/rh(i)
& +dtzz * CC * av4 * Tsn 10(i,Nz)
CN=ep*Dgn(i,Nz)
& +dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avl*Dgnl l(i+l,Nz)*TsnlO(i+l,Nz)
& +r(i-l)*av2*Dgnl l(i-l,Nz)*TsnlO(i-l,Nz))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*CC*av4*Dgnl l(i,Nz-l)*TsnlO(i,Nz-l)
& +dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avnl *(Dgn(i+l,Nz)*Tsn(i+l ,Nz)-Dgn(i,Nz)*Tsn(i,Nz)) 
& -r(i-l)*avn2*(Dgn(i,Nz)*Tsn(i,Nz)-Dgn(i-l,Nz)*Tsn(i-l,Nz)))
& /rh(i)
& -dtzz*CC*avn4*(Dgn(i,Nz)*Tsn(i,Nz)-Dgn(i,Nz-l)*Tsn(i,Nz-l))
& -dt*(Rate(i,Nz)+Raten(i,Nz))/2.0D0
Dgn 12 (i ,N z)=CN/CD 
enddo
(5) At bottom right comer point, i=nr,j=nz
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(Nr,Nz)+Dgnl l(Nr-l,Nz)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(Nr,Nz)+Dgnl l(Nr,Nz-l)) 
avn2=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr,Nz)+Dgn(Nr-1 ,Nz)) 
avn4=0.5 DO* (Dgn(Nr,Nz)+Dgn(Nr,Nz-1)) 
CD=ep+dtrr*CC*r(Nr-l)*av2*TsnlO(Nr,Nz)/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*av4*TsnlO(Nr,Nz)
CN=ep*Dgn(Nr,Nz)
& +dtrr*CC*r(Nr-l)*av2*Dgnl l(Nr-l,Nz)*TsnlO(Nr-l,Nz)/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*av4*Dgnl l(Nr,Nz-l)*TsnlO(Nr,Nz-l)
& -dtrr * CC * r(Nr-1) * avn2 * (Dgn(Nr,Nz) * Tsn(Nr,Nz)
& -Dgn(Nr-l ,Nz)*Tsn(Nr-l ,Nz))/rh(Nr)
& -dtzz*CC*avn4*(Dgn(Nr,Nz)*Tsn(Nr,Nz)-Dgn(Nr,Nz-1 )*Tsn(Nr,Nz-1)) 
& -dt*(Rate(Nr,Nz)+Raten(Nr,Nz))/2.0D0 
Dgnl2(Nr,Nz)=CN/CD
(6) At right side line points,i=nr, j=2,nz-l 
do j=2,Nz-l
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(N rj)+D gnl l(N r-l,j»  
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(N rj+ l)+D gnl l(N rj)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(N rj)+D gnl l(N r j- l»  
avn2=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr j)+Dgn(Nr-1 j))  
avn3=0.5 DO * (Dgn(Nr j +1 )+Dgn(Nr j  )) 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr,j)+Dgn(Nrj-l))
CD=ep+dtrr* CC *r(Nr-1 )* av2 *Tsn 10(Nr j  )/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3+av4)*Tsnl0(Nrj)
CN=ep*Dgn(Nr,j)
& +dtrr*CC*r(Nr-l)*av2*Dgnl l(N r-l j)*TsnlO(Nr-l j)/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl l(N rj+l)*TsnlO(Nr,j+l)
& +av4*Dgnl l(Nrj-l)*TsnlO(Nr,j-l))
& -dtrr*CC*r(Nr-l)*avn2*(Dgn(Nrj)*Tsn(Nrj)
& -Dgn(Nr-l ,j)*Tsn(Nr-l j))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz* CC * (avn3 * (Dgn(Nr j +1) * Tsn(Nr,j+l )-Dgn(Nr j ) * Tsn(Nr,j))
& -avn4*(Dgn(Nr,j)*Tsn(Nr,j)-Dgn(Nr,j-l)*Tsn(Nrj-l)))
& -dt* (Rate(Nr,j)+Raten(N r,j ))/2.0 D 0 
Dgnl2(Nrj)=CN/CD 
enddo
(7) At right top comer point,i=Nr,j=l
cl=(clam-0.5D0*dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5 *dz*h_g)
Tsnl0(Nr,0)=c 1 *Tsnl 0(Nr, 1 )+c2*T0 
Tsn(Nr,0)=c 1 *Tsn(Nr, 1 )+c2 * TO
Dgnl l(Nr,0)=(2.0D0*P0/Rc-Dgnl l(Nr,l)*TsnlO(Nr,l))/TsnlO(Nr,0) 
Dgn(Nr,0)=(2.0D0*P0/Rc-Dgn(Nr, 1 )*Tsn(Nr, 1 ))/Tsn(Nr,0) 
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(Nr,l)+Dgnl l(N r-l,l)) 
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(Nr,2)+Dgnl l(N r,l)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(N r,l)+Dgnl l(Nr,0)) 
avn2=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr, 1 )+Dgn(Nr-1,1)) 
avn3=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr,2)+Dgn(Nr,l)) 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn(Nr, 1 )+Dgn(Nr,0))
CD=ep+dtrr*CC*r(Nr-1 )*av2*Tsnl 0(Nr, 1 )/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3+2.0D0*av4)*Tsnl0(Nr, 1)
CN=ep*Dgn(l,l)
& +dtrr*CC*r(Nr-1 )*av2*Dgn 11 (Nr-1,1 )*Tsnl 0(Nr-1,1 )/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl l(Nr,2)*TsnlO(Nr,2)
& +av4*2.0D0*P0/Rc)
& +dtrr*CC*r(Nr-1 )*avnl *(Dgn(Nr, 1 )*Tsn(Nr, 1)
& -Dgn(Nr-l,l)*Tsn(Nr-l,l))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*CC*(avn3*(Dgn(Nr,2)*Tsn(Nr,2)-Dgn(Nr,l)*Tsn(Nr,l))
& -avn4 * (2 .ODO * Dgn(Nr, 1) * T sn(Nr, 1 )-2 .ODO * PO/Rc))
& -dt*(Rate(Nr, 1 )+Raten(Nr, 1 ))/2.0D0 
Dgnl 2(Nr, 1 )=CN/CD
(8) At top side line points,i=2,Nin,j=T
c 1 =(clam-0.5 *dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5 *dz*h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5*dz*h_g) 
do i=2,Nin
Tsnl 0(i,0)=cl * Tsn 10(i, 1 )+c2 * TO 
Tsn(i,0)=c 1 *Tsn(i, 1 )+c2*T0
Dgnl 1 (i,0)=(2.0*P0/Rc-Dgnl 1 (i, 1 )*Tsnl 0(i, 1 ))/T snl 0(i,0) 
Dgn(i,0)=(2.0*P0/Rc-Dgn(i, 1 )*Tsn(i, 1 ))/Tsn(i,0) 
avl=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i+ l,l)+D gnl l(i,l)) 
av2=0.5D0*(Dgnl 1 (i, 1 )+Dgnl 1 (i-1,1)) 
av3=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i,2)+Dgnl l(i,l)) 
av4=0.5D0*(Dgnl l(i,l)+D gnl l(i,0)) 
avnl =0.5D0*(Dgn(i+1,1 )+Dgn(i, 1)) 
avn2=0.5D0*(Dgn(i, 1 )+Dgn(i-1,1)) 
avn3=0. 5D0 * (Dgn(i,2)+Dgn(i, 1)) 
avn4=0.5D0*(Dgn(i, 1 )+Dgn(i,0))
CD=ep+dtrr * CC * (r(i)* av 1 +r(i-1 )* av2) * Tsn 10(i, 1 )/rh(i)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3+2.0*av4)*T snl 0(i, 1)
CN=ep*Dgn(i,l)
& +dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avl*Dgnll(i+l,l)*TsnlO(i+l,l)
& +r(i-1) * av2 * Dgn 11 (i-1, l)*Tsnl 0 (i-l, 1 ))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*CC*(av3*Dgnl l(i,2)*Tsnl0(i,2)+av4*2.0D0*P0/Rc)
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& +dtrr*CC*(r(i)*avnl*(Dgn(i+l,l)*Tsn(i+l,l)-Dgn(i,l)*Tsn(i,l))
& -r(i-1 )*avn2*(Dgn(i, 1 )*T sn(i, 1 )-Dgn(i-1,1 )*Tsn(i-1,1 )))/rh(i)
& +dtzz* CC * (avn3 *(Dgn(i,2)* T sn(i,2)-Dgn(i, 1 )* T sn(i, 1))
& -avn4*(2.0D0*Dgn(i,l)*Tsn(i,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc))
& -dt*(Rate(i, 1 )+Raten(i, 1 ))/2.0D0 
Dgn 12(i, 1 )=CN/CD 
enddo
c Update Density of the solid 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Dsnl2(i,j)=Dsn(ij)+dt*(Rate(ij)+Raten(ij))/(2.0D0*(1.0D0-ep))
enddo
enddo
c Check the convergence 
errmax=0.0 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
err=abs(Dgnl 2(i j)-Dgnl l(i,j))
if(err.gt.errmax)then
errmax=err
endif
enddo
enddo
count 1 =count 1+1 
C print*,^'count 1-,count 1
if(errmax.le.tol_Jacobi)goto 2 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Dgnl l(ij)=D gnl2(i,j)
Dsn 11 (i j  )=Dsn 12(i j )
enddo
enddo
goto 1
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c Update temperature using Jacobi iteration 
2 do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Tsnll(ij)=TsnlO(i,j)
enddo
enddo
C print*,1'count 1=’,count 1
if(count 1 >maxcount 1) maxcount 1 =count 1 
count2=0
Update the absorption rate 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Peq(ij)=coe*EXP(A-B/Tsnl l( ij))  
P(ij)=Rc*Dgnl2(ij)*Tsnl l(i j )
Rate(ij )=Ca* EXP(-Ea/(Rg*T sn 11 (i,j)»
& * LOG(P(i j  )/Peq(i j  ))* (Dss-Dsn 12(i j))
enddo 
enddo
(0) At interior points 
do i=2,Nr-l
do j=2,Nz-l
dcps=ep*(Dgnl2(i,j)+Dgn(i,j))*Cpg/2.0D0 
& +(1.0D0-ep)*(Dsnl2(i,j)+Dsn(i,j))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgn 12(i j  )+Dgn(i,j))*Cpg/2.0D0 
CD=dcps+dtrr*clam*(r(i)+r(i-1 ))/rh(i)
& +2.0D0*clam*dtzz
& +dt* (Rate(i j  )+Raten(i j  ))* (Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps *Tsn(i j  )
& +dtrr*clam*(r(i)*Tsnl l(i+ l j)+r(i-l)*Tsnl l(i-l,j))/rh(i) 
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsnl l( ij+ l)+ T sn ll( ij- l))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnll(i+l j)-Tsnl l( i- l j) )
& *(Dgnl2(i+l j)*Tsnl l(i+l,j)-D gnl2(i-l j)* T sn ll( i-l j) )
& +CC *dcp*dtzz* 0.25D0* (Tsn 11 (i j + 1 )-Tsn 11 (i j  -1))
& * (D g n l2 (ij+ l)* T sn ll(ij+ l)-D g n l2 (ij-l)* T sn ll(ij-l»  
& -dt* (Rate(i j  )+Raten(i j )) * Dh/2. 0D0
& +dtrr* clam* (r(i)* (T sn(i+1 ,j)-T sn(i j ))
& -r(i-1 )*(T sn(i j  )-T sn(i-1 j  )))/rh(i)
& +dtzz* clam* (T sn(i j +1 )+T sn(i,j -1 )-2. 0D0 * Tsn(i,j))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(i+l j)-Tsn(i-1 j))
& * (Dgn(i+1 j  )* T sn(i+1 j  )-Dgn(i-1 j  ) * T sn(i-1 ,j))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(ij+l)-Tsn(i,j-l»
& * (Dgn(i j +1 )* T sn(i j +1 )-Dgn(i,j - l)*T sn(ij-l))
& -dt*(Rate(ij)+Raten(ij))*Tsn(i,j)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsnl2(i,j)=CN/CD 
enddo 
enddo
(1) At left top comer point i-1 j= l ,
T g(i,0)=c 1 * T g(i, 1 )+c2 * TO, Tg(0j)=Tg(l j )
c 1 =(clam-0.5 DO * dz* h_g)/(clam+0.5 DO *dz* h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g)
Tsnl 1(1,0)=cl *Tsnl 1(1,1 )+c2*T0
Tsnl 1(0, l)=Tsnl 1(1,1)
Tsn( 1,0)=c 1 *Tsn(l, 1 )+c2*T0 
Tsn(0,l)=Tsn(l,l)
dcps=ep*(Dgnl 2(1,1 )+Dgn( 1,1 ))*Cpg/2.0D0 
& +(1.0D0-ep)* (Dsn 12( 1,1 )+Dsn( 1,1 ))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgn 12(1,1 )+Dgn( 1,1 ))*Cpg/2.0D0 
CD=dcps+dtrr*r( 1 )/rh( 1 )*clam 
& +(2.0D0-c 1 )*clam*dtzz+dt*(Rate( 1,1 )+Raten( 1,1 ))* (Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps* T sn( 1,1 )+dtrr * r( 1 )/rh( 1) * clam* Tsn 11 (2,1)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsnl l(l,2)+c2*T0)
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(T snl 1 (2,1 )-T snl 1 (0,1))
& *(D gnl2(2,l)*Tsnll(2 ,l)-D gnl2(l,l)*Tsnl 1(1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(l,2)-Tsnl 1(1,0))
& *(Dgn 12( 1,2)* Tsn 1 l(l,2)+D gnl2(l,l)*Tsnl l(l,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc)
& -dt*(Rate(l, 1 )+Raten(l, 1 ))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr*clam*r( 1 )*(Tsn(2,1 )-Tsn( 1,1 ))/rh( 1)
& +dtzz* clam*(T sn( 1,2)+T sn( 1,0)-2.0D0*Tsn( 1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25*(Tsn(2,1 )-Tsn(0,1))
& * (Dgn(2,1 )* T sn(2,1 )-Dgn( 1,1 )* Tsn( 1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn( 1,2)-Tsn( 1,0))
& *(Dgn(l ,2) * Tsn( 1,2)+Dgn( 1,1 )*Tsn( 1,1 )-2.0D0*P0/Rc)
& -dt * (Rate( 1,1 )+Raten( 1,1)) * Tsn( 1,1) * (Cpg-Cps)/4 .ODO 
Tsn 12( 1,1 )=CN/CD
c (2) At left side line points,i=l,j=2,Nz-l,Tg(0j)-Tg(l j)  
do j=2,Nz-l 
Tsnl l(0j)=Tsnl 1(1,j)
Tsn(Oj)=Tsn(l j )
dcps=ep*(Dgnl2(l j)+Dgn(l,j))*Cpg/2.0D0 
& +(1.0D0-ep)*(Dsnl2(l j)+D sn(l j))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp-(Dgnl 2(1 j)+Dgn( 1 j))*Cpg/2.0D0 
CD=dcps+dtrr* r( 1 )/rh( 1 )* clam 
& +2. 0D0* clam* dtzz+dt* (Rate( 1 j  )+Raten( 1 j )) * (Cpg-Cps)/4 .ODO 
CN=dcps * Tsn( 1 ,j )+dtrr *r( 1 )/rh( 1) * clam* Tsn 11 (2,j )
& +dtzz* clam* (T sn ll(lj+ 1  )+T sn 11 (1 ,j -1))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnl 1 (2 j)-Tsnl 1 (0 j))
& *(Dgnl2(2j)*Tsnl I(2j)-D gnl2(l j)*T snl 1(1,j))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl 1(1 j+ l)-T sn l 1(1 j-1))
& *(D gnl2(l,j+l)*Tsnl I(l,j+1)-D gnl2(l j- l)* T sn ll( l ,j- l) )
& -dt * (Rate( 1 ,j )+Raten( 1 j  )) * Dh/2. ODO 
& +dtrr* clam* r( 1 )* (Tsn(2 j  )-T sn( 1 ,j ))/rh( 1)
& +dtzz* clam* (Tsn( 1 j +1 )+Tsn( 1 j  -1 )-2.0D0 * Tsn( 1 j))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(2j)-Tsn(0j))
& *(Dgn(2j)*Tsn(2j)-Dgn( 1 j)*Tsn( 1 j))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(l,j+l)-Tsn(l j-1))
& *(Dgn(l j+ l)*Tsn(l,j+ l)-D gn(l j-l)*T sn(l j-1))
& -dt * (Rate( 1 j  )+Raten( l,j))*Tsn(l,j)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsn 12( 1 j  )=CN/CD 
enddo
(3) At left bottom comer point T(l,nz)
Tg(i,Nz+1 )=c 1 * Tg(i ,Nz)+c2 * Ta, Tg(0,j )=Tg( 1 ,j)
cl=(clam-0.5D0*dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g)
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5*dz*h_g)
Tsnl 1 (1 ,Nz+l)=c l*Tsnl 1(1 ,Nz)+c2*Ta 
Tsnl 1(0,Nz)=Tsnl 1(1,Nz)
Tsn( 1 ,Nz+1 )=c 1 *Tsn(l,Nz)+c2*Ta 
T sn(0,Nz)=T sn( 1 ,Nz)
dcps=ep* (Dgn 12( 1 ,Nz)+Dgn( 1 ,Nz))* Cpg/2 .ODO 
& +(1.0-ep)*(Dsnl 2(1 ,Nz)+Dsn(l ,Nz))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgn 12(1 ,Nz)+Dgn( 1 ,Nz)) * Cpg/2. ODO 
CD=dcps+dtrr * r( 1 )/rh( 1) * clam 
& +(2.0D0-cl )*clam*dtzz+dt*(Rate( 1 ,Nz)+Raten( 1 ,Nz))*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps * Tsn(l,Nz)
& +dtrr*r(l)/rh(l)*clam*Tsnl 1(2,Nz)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsnl l(l,Nz-l)+c2*Ta)
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnl 1 (2,Nz)-Tsnl 1 (0,Nz))
& *(Dgnl2(2,Nz)*Tsnl l(2,Nz)-Dgnl2(l,Nz)*Tsnl 1(1,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(l,N z+l)-Tsnl l(l,N z-l))
& *(D gnl2(l,N z)*Tsnll(l,N z)-D gnl2(l,N z-l)*Tsnl l(l,N z-l))
& -dt*(Rate( 1 ,Nz)+Raten( 1 ,Nz))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr*clam*r( 1 )*(Tsn(2,Nz)-T sn( 1 ,Nz))/rh( 1)
& +dtzz* clam* (Tsn( 1 ,Nz+1 )+Tsn( 1 ,Nz-1 )-2. ODO * Tsn( 1 ,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(2,Nz)-Tsn(0,Nz»
& *(Dgn(2,Nz)*Tsn(2,Nz)-Dgn( 1 ,Nz)*Tsn( 1 ,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(l,Nz+l)-Tsn(l,Nz-l))
& * (Dgn( 1 ,Nz)*Tsn( 1 ,Nz)-Dgn( 1 ,Nz-1 )*Tsn( 1 ,Nz-1))
& -dt*(Rate( 1 ,Nz)+Raten( 1 ,Nz))*Tsn( 1 ,Nz)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsnl2(l,Nz)=CN/CD
(4) At bottom side line points,i=2,Nr-1 j=N z 
Tg(i,Nz+l)=c 1 *Tg(i,Nz)+c2*T0
do i=2,Nr-l
c 1 =(clam-0.5 * dz* h_g)/(clam+0.5 DO * dz* h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g)
Tsnl 1 (i,Nz+1 )=c 1 * Tsn 1 l(i,Nz)+c2*Ta 
T sn(i,Nz+1 )=c 1 *Tsn(i,Nz)+c2 *Ta 
dcps=ep*(Dgnl2(i,Nz)+Dgn(i,Nz))*Cpg/2.0D0 
& +(1.0-ep)*(Dsnl2(i,Nz)+Dsn(i,Nz))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgnl2(i,Nz)+Dgn(i,Nz»*Cpg/2.OD0
CD=dcps+dtir*clam*(r(i)+r(i-1 ))/rh(i)
& +(2.0D0-cl)*clam*dtzz+dt*(Rate(i,Nz)+Raten(i,Nz))*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=:dcps*Tsn(i,Nz)
& +dtrr*clam*(r(i)*Tsnl l(i+l,Nz)+r(i-l)*Tsnl l(i-l,Nz))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*clam*(c2*Ta+Tsnl l(i,Nz-l))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(i+l,Nz)-Tsnl l(i-l,Nz))
& *(Dgnl2(i+l,Nz)*Tsnl l(i+l,Nz)-Dgnl2(i-l,Nz)*Tsnl l(i-l,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(i,Nz+l)-Tsnl l(i,Nz-l))
& *(Dgnl2(i,Nz)*Tsnl l(i,Nz)-Dgnl2(i,Nz-l)*Tsnll(i,Nz-l))
& -dt*(Rate(i,Nz)+Raten(i,Nz))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr*clam*(r(i)*(Tsn(i+l ,Nz)-Tsn(i,Nz))
& -r(i-1 )*(Tsn(i,Nz)-Tsn(i-1 ,Nz)))/rh(i)
& +ritzz*clam*(Tsn(i,Nz+l)+Tsn(i,Nz-l)-2.0D0*Tsn(i,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(i+l,Nz)-Tsn(i-l,Nz))
& *(Dgn(i+1 ,Nz)*Tsn(i+1 ,Nz)-Dgn(i-1 ,Nz)*Tsn(i-1 ,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(i,Nz+l)-Tsn(i,Nz-l))
& *(Dgn(i,Nz)*Tsn(i,Nz)-Dgn(i,Nz-1 )*Tsn(i,Nz-1))
& -dt*(Rate(i,Nz)+Raten(i,Nz))*Tsn(i,Nz)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsn 12(i,Nz)=CN/CD 
enddo
(5) At bottom right comer point, i=nr j=nz
Tg(i,Nz+l)=cl*Tg(i,Nz)+c2*T0, Tg(Nr+l,j)=c3*Tg(Nrj)+c4*Ta
cl=(clam-0.5D0*dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g) 
c2=dz* h_g/(clam+0.5D0 * dz* h_g) 
c3=(clam-0.5D0*dr*h_g)/(clam+0.5*dr*h_g) 
c4=dr*h_g/(clam+0.5D0*dr*h_g)
Tsn 11 (Nr,Nz+1 )=c 1 * Tsn 11 (Nr,Nz)+c2 *Ta 
Tsnl l(Nr+l,Nz)=c3*Tsnl l(Nr,Nz)+c4*Ta 
Tsn(Nr,Nz+l)=cl*Tsn(Nr,Nz)+c2*Ta 
Tsn(Nr+l,Nz)=c3*Tsn(Nr,Nz)+c4*Ta 
dcps=ep*(Dgnl2(Nr,Nz)+Dgn(Nr,Nz))*Cpg/2.0D0 
& +(1.0D0-ep)*(Dsnl2(Nr,Nz)+Dsn(Nr,Nz))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgnl2(Nr,Nz)+Dgn(Nr,Nz))*Cpg/2.0D0 
CD=dcps
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*( 1,0D0-c3)+r(Nr-1 ))/rh(Nr)
& +(2.0D0-cl)*clam*dtzz
& +dt* (Rate(N r,Nz)+Raten(Nr,N z)) * (Cpg-Cps)/4 .ODO 
CN=dcps* T sn(N r,N z)
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*c4*Ta+r(Nr-l)*Tsnl l(Nr-l,Nz))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*clam*(c2*T0+Tsnl l(Nr,Nz-l))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(Nr+l,Nz)-Tsnl l(N r-l,N z»
& *(Dgnl2(Nr,Nz)*Tsnl l(Nr,Nz)-Dgnl2(Nr-l,Nz)*Tsnl l(Nr-l,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(Nr,Nz+l)-Tsnl l(Nr,Nz-l))
& *(Dgnl2(Nr,Nz)*Tsnl l(Nr,Nz)-Dgnl2(Nr,Nz-l)*Tsnl l(N r,N z-l»
& -dt*(Rate(Nr,Nz)+Raten(Nr,Nz))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*(Tsn(Nr+l,Nz)-Tsn(Nr,Nz))
& -r(Nr-l )*(Tsn(Nr,Nz)-Tsn(Nr-l ,Nz)))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz* clam * (T sn(N r,Nz+1 )+T sn(Nr,N z-1 )-2. ODO * Tsn(Nr,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(Nr+l,Nz)-Tsn(Nr-l,Nz))
& *(Dgn(Nr,Nz)*Tsn(Nr,Nz)-Dgn(Nr-l,Nz)*Tsn(Nr-l ,Nz))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(T sn(Nr,Nz+l )-T sn(Nr,Nz-1))
& *(Dgn(Nr,Nz)*Tsn(Nr,Nz)-Dgn(Nr,Nz-1 )*Tsn(Nr,Nz-1))
& -dt*(Rate(Nr,Nz)+Raten(Nr,Nz))*Tsn(Nr,Nz)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
T sn 12(Nr,Nz)=CN/CD
(6) At right side line points,i=nr, j=2,nz-l 
T g(Nr+1 j  )=c3 * T g(Nr,j )+c4* T a
c3=(clam-0.5D0*dr*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dr*h_g) 
c4=dr * h_g/(clam+0. 5D0 *dr * h_g) 
do j=2,Nz-l
Tsnl l(Nr+l j)=c3*Tsnl l(Nrj)+c4*Ta 
T sn(Nr+1 j  )=c3 * Tsn(Nr j  )+c4 *T a 
dcps=ep* (Dgn 12(Nr j  )+Dgn(Nr,j)) * Cpg/2. ODO 
& +(1,0D0-ep)*(Dsnl2(Nrj)+Dsn(Nr j))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgn 12(Nr,j )+Dgn(Nr,j)) * Cpg/2 .ODO 
CD=dcps
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*(l .0D0-c3)+r(Nr-l))/rh(Nr)
& +2.0D0*clam*dtzz+dt*(Rate(Nr,j)+Raten(Nrj))*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps*Tsn(Nr j )
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*c4*Ta+r(Nr-l)*Tsnl l(N r-l j))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*clam* (Tsn 11 (Nr,j+1 )+Tsn 11 (Nr j  -1))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsnll(Nr+l j)-T sn ll(N r-l,j))
& *(Dgnl2(Nr,j)*Tsnl l(N rj)-D gnl2(N r-l,j)*Tsnll(N r-l,j))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnll(Nrj+l)-Tsnl l(N rj-l))
& *(D gnl2(N r,j+ l)*Tsnll(N rj+l)-D gnl2(N rj-l)*Tsnl l(N rj-l))
& -dt*(Rate(Nr,j )+Raten(Nr,j ))*Dh/2 .ODO 
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*(Tsn(Nr+l j)-Tsn(Nr,j))
& -r(Nr-1 )*(Tsn(Nr,j)-Tsn(Nr-l j)))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsn(Nrj+l)+Tsn(Nrj-l)-2.0D0*Tsn(Nrj))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(Nr+l,j)-Tsn(Nr-1 ,j»
& *(Dgn(Nrj)*Tsn(Nrj)-Dgn(Nr-l j)*Tsn(Nr-l j »
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(Nrj+l)-Tsn(Nr,j-l))
& * (Dgn(Nr j +1) * Tsn(Nr,j+1 )-Dgn(Nr,j -1) * Tsn(Nr j  -1))
& -dt*(Rate(Nrj)+Raten(Nr,j))*Tsn(Nr,j)*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsnl2(Nrj)=CN/CD 
enddo
(7) At right top comer point,i=Nr,j=l
Tg(i,0)=c 1 *Tg(i, 1 )+c2*Ta, Tg(Nr+1 j)=c3*Tg(Nr,j)+c4*Ta
cl=(clam-0.5D0*dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g) 
c2=dz*h_g/(clam+0.5D0* dz* h_g) 
c3=(clam-0.5D0*dr*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dr*h_g) 
c4=dr *h_g/ (clam+0.5 DO * dr * h_g)
Tsnl l(Nr,0)=cl*Tsnl l(Nr,l)+c2*Ta 
Tsnl l(N r+l,l)=c3*Tsnl l(Nr,l)+c4*Ta 
T sn(N r,0)=c 1 *T sn(Nr, 1 )+c2 *Ta 
Tsn(Nr+l,l)=c3*Tsn(Nr,l)+c4*Ta 
dcps=ep* (Dgn 12(Nr, 1 )+Dgn(Nr, 1 ))* Cpg/2 .ODO 
& +(1 .ODO-ep)*(Dsnl 2(Nr, 1 )+Dsn(Nr, 1 ))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgn 12(Nr, 1 )+Dgn(Nr, 1 ))* Cpg/2 .ODO 
CD=dcps
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*( 1 .ODO-c3)+r(Nr-1 ))/rh(Nr)
& +(2.0D0-cl)*clam*dtzz
& +dt*(Rate(Nr,l)+Raten(Nr,l))*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps*Tsn(Nr, 1)
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*c4*Ta+r(Nr-l)*Tsnl l(N r-l,l))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsnl l(Nr,2)+c2*Ta)
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn 11 (Nr+1,1 )-Tsnl 1 (Nr-1,1))
& *(Dgnl2(Nr, 1 )*Tsnl 1 (Nr, 1 )-Dgn 12(Nr-1,1 )*Tsnl 1 (Nr-1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(Nr,2)-Tsnll(Nr,0))
& *(Dgnl2(Nr,2)*Tsnll(Nr,2)+Dgnl2(Nr,l)*Tsnl l(Nr,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc) 
& -dt*(Rate(Nr,l )+Raten(Nr,l))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr*clam*(r(Nr)*(T sn(Nr+1,1 )-Tsn(Nr, 1))
& -r(Nr-1 )* (Tsn(Nr, 1 )-Tsn(Nr-1,1 )))/rh(Nr)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsn(Nr,2)+Tsn(Nr,0)-2.0D0*Tsn(Nr,l))
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn(Nr+1,1 )-Tsn(Nr-1,1))
& *(Dgn(Nr, 1 )*Tsn(Nr, 1 )-Dgn(Nr-1,1 )*Tsn(Nr-1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(Nr,2)-Tsn(Nr,0))
& *(Dgn(Nr,2)*Tsn(Nr,2)+Dgn(Nr, 1 )*Tsn(Nr, 1 )-2.0D0*P0/Rc)
& -dt*(Rate(Nr, 1 )+Raten(Nr, 1 ))*Tsn(Nr, 1 )* (Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
T snl 2(Nr, 1 )=CN/CD
(8) At top side line points,i=2,Nin,j=l 
Tg(i,0)=c 1 *Tg(i, 1 )+c2*T0, 
cl=(clam-0.5D0*dz*h_g)/(clam+0.5D0*dz*h_g) 
c2=dz* h_g/(clam+0.5 DO * dz* h_g) 
do i=2,Nin
Tsnl l(i,0)=cl*Tsnl l(i,l)+c2*T0 
Tsn(i,0)=cl *Tsn(i,l)+c2*T0 
dcps=ep* (Dgn 12(i, 1 )+Dgn(i, 1 ))* Cpg/2.ODO 
& +(1.0D0-ep)*(Dsnl 2(i, 1 )+Dsn(i, 1 ))*Cps/2.0D0
dcp=(Dgnl2(i, 1 )+Dgn(i, 1 ))*Cpg/2.0D0 
CD=dcps+dtrr* clam*(r(i)+r(i-1 ))/rh(i)
& +(2.0D0-cl)*clam*dtzz
& +dt*(Rate(i, 1 )+Raten(i, 1 ))*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
CN=dcps* T sn(i, 1)
& +dtrr*clam*(r(i)*Tsnl l(i+ l,l)+r(i-l)*Tsnl 1 (i-1,1 ))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsnl l(i,2)+c2*T0)
& +CC*dcp*dtrr*0.25D0*(Tsn 11 (i+1,1 )-Tsn 11 (i-1,1))
& *(D gnl2(i+ l,l)*T snll(i+ l,l)-D gnl2(i-l,l)*T snl 1 (i-1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsnl l(i,2)-Tsnl l(i,0))
& *(Dgnl2(i,2)*Tsnl l(i,2)+Dgnl2(i,l)*Tsnl l(i,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc) 
& -dt*(Rate(i, 1 )+Raten(i, 1 ))*Dh/2.0D0 
& +dtrr* clam* (r(i) * (Tsn(i+1,1 )-Tsn(i, 1))
& -r(i-l)*(Tsn(i, 1 )-Tsn(i-1,1 )))/rh(i)
& +dtzz*clam*(Tsn(i,2)+Tsn(i,0)-2.0D0*Tsn(i,l))
& +CC * dcp * dtrr * 0.2 5 DO * (Tsn(i+1,1 )-Tsn(i-1,1))
& * (Dgn(i+1,1 )* T sn(i+1,1 )-Dgn(i-1,1 )*Tsn(i-1,1))
& +CC*dcp*dtzz*0.25D0*(Tsn(i,2)-Tsn(i,0))
& *(Dgn(i,2)*Tsn(i,2)+Dgn(i,l)*Tsn(i,l)-2.0D0*P0/Rc)
& -dt*(Rate(i, 1 )+Raten(i, 1 ))*Tsn(i, 1 )*(Cpg-Cps)/4.0D0 
Tsn 12(i, 1 )=CN/CD 
enddo
Check the convergence 
errmax=0.0 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
err=abs(Tsnl2(i j)-T snl l( ij))
if(err.gt.errmax)then
errmax=err
endif
enddo
enddo
count2=count2+1 
if(errmax.le.tol_Jacobi)goto 4 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
Tsnl l(i j)=Tsnl2(i,j)
enddo
enddo
goto 3
Check overall convergence 
errmax=0.0 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
err=abs(Dgn 12(i,j)-Dgn 10(i j )) 
if(err. gt. errmax)then 
errmax=err
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endif
C err=abs(Dsnl2(ij)-DsnlO(i,j))
C if(err.gt.errmax)then 
C errmax=err 
C endif
err=abs(T snl 2(i,j)-T snl 0(i j))
if(err.gt.errmax)then
errmax=err
endif
enddo
enddo
C print* ,'count2-,count2
if(count2>maxcount2) maxcount2=count2
if(errmax.le.tol_all)goto 5 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
DgnlO(i,j)=Dgnl2(i,j)
Dsn 10(i j  )=Dsn 12(i,j)
TsnlO(ij)=Tsnl2(ij)
enddo
enddo
goto 1111
STEP THREE- Solve velocities ********************
c Update pressure 
5 do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
P(ij)=Rc*Dgnl2(ij)*Tsnl2(i,j)
enddo
enddo
do i=T,Nr-l 
do j= l,N z
um (ij )=-cKp*(P(i+l,j )-P(i,j ))/(dr * cMu)
enddo
enddo
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z-l
uzn(i,j)=-cKp*(P(i,j+l)-P(i,j))/(dz*cMu)
enddo
enddo
c Move to the next time step
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n=n+l 
c if(n.eq.Nt)goto 11 
do i^UNr 
do j= l,N z 
Dsn(i j  )=Dsn 12(i j )
Dgn(i,j)=Dgnl2(i,j)
Tsn(i j  )=T sn 12(i j  )
enddo
enddo
print*, n,errmax 
print*, 'm axcountl-,maxcountl 
print*, 'maxcount2-,maxcount2 
print*, Temperature',Tsn 12(p5r,p5z) 
print*, Temperature',Tsnl2(p4r,p4z) 
print*, 'Hydride densigy',Dsnl2(p4r,p4z) 
print*, 'Reaction reate',Rate(p4r,p4z) 
print*, 'pressure', P(p4r,p4z) 
print*, 'Press eq', Peq (p4r,p4z) 
print*, 'source term',
& -Rate(p4r,p4z)*(Dh+Tsnl2(p4r,p4z)*(Cpg-Cps))
prop=0.0D0 
do i=l,Nr 
do j= l,N z
prop=prop+(Dsn 12(i,j)-4160.0D0)/Nr/Nz/40.0d0 
enddo 
enddo
if(n.eq. 10000)then 
print* ,'Tp 1 -  ,Tsn 12(p 1 r,p 1 z) 
print* ,'Tp2-,Tsnl 2(p2r,p2z) 
print* ,'Tp3=',Tsnl 2(p3r,p3z) 
print* ,'Tp4=',Tsnl 2(p4r,p4z) 
print* ,'Tp5=','Tsnl 2(p5r,p5z) 
print* ,'Tp6=',T snl 2(p6r,p6z) 
print* ,'Tp7=',Tsnl2(p7r,p7z) 
print* ,'Tp8-,T  snl 2(p8r,p8z) 
print* ,'T p9=',T sn 12(p9r,p9z) 
goto 11 
endif
if(mod(n,1000).eq.0) then 
WRITE(10,101) n/1000, Tsn(plr,plz),
& Tsn(p2r,p2z),Tsn(p3r,p3z),Tsn(p4r,p4z),
& Tsn(p5r,p5z)
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WRITE(20,101) n/1000, Dsn(plr,plz),
& Dsn(p2r,p2z),Dsn(p3r,p3z),Dsn(p4r,p4z),
& Dsn(p5r,p5z)
write(21,!|t) n/1000, prop 
endif
c results at 30sec *************************
if(n.eq.30000)then
OPEN (unit=l ,f i le -density_gas_M0_30sec.dat') 
do j= l,N z 
do i=l,Nr
WRITE(1,100) rh(i),z(j)-0.5*dz, D gnl2(ij)
enddo
enddo
CLOSE(l)
goto 111
100 FORM AT(fl0.6,lx,fl0.6,lx,fl5.8)
101 form at(i5 ,lx ,fl0.5,lx,fl0.5,lx,fl0.5,lx,fl0.5,lx,fl0.5)
102 format(f8.6,1 x, 1 x,f8.6,1 x,fl 0.6,1 x,fl 0.6)
11 close(10) 
close(20) 
close(21) 
end
£******************** Qf program*****************
APPENDIX B
SOURCE CODE FOR PARALLEL JACOBIAN ITERATION
Note:
The whole program will make the dissertation too long. To save space, only the 
parallel frame for Jacobian iteration is kept, and the serial code inside is kept as 
necessary as possible.
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c******* LaSIGMA parallel code for Jacobian iteration ******************
C implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
implicit none 
include 'mpif.h' 
cariables declaritions
call m piinit(ierr)
call mpi_comm_size(mpi_comm_world,nprocs,ierr) 
call mpi_comm_rank(mpi_comm_world,myid,ierr) 
begintime=MPI_WTime()
C data intialization
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
data initialization 
enddo 
enddo
£***************** Evaluation for next Time Step ****************** 
n=0
c Guess the values at time step n+1 
111 doj=rmyid*(Nz/nprocs)+l,(myid+l)*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
Tsn 10(i j)=T  sn(i,j) 
enddo 
enddo
1111 do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l,(myid+l)*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
Pnl 1 (i j  )—Pn 10(i j ) 
enddo 
enddo
1 do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs)
do i=l,Nr
Peq(i,j)=exp( 17.478D0-3704.6D0/Tsnl 0(i ,j»* 1000.0D0
enddo
enddo
c Evaluate dynamic viscosity and Kinetic viscosity 
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr
cMu(ij)=(9.05D-6)*(Tsnl0(i,j)/T0)**0.68D0
enddo
enddo
C When there are more than one processors, they need communication 
if(nprocs.GT. 1 )then 
if(myid.NE.O)then
call mpi_isend(Pnl 1 (1 ,myid*Nz/nprocs+1 ),Nr,mpi_double_precision,
& myid-1,11, mpi_comm_world, request, ierr)
call mpi_recv(Pnl l(l,myid*Nz/nprocs),Nr,mpi_double_precision, 
& myid-1,12,m picom m world,status,ierr)
call mpi_wait(request,status,ierr) 
endif
if(myid.NE.(nprocs-1 ))then
call mpi_isend(Pnl l(l,(myid+l)*Nz/nprocs),Nr,
& mpi_double_precision,myid+l, 12,mpi_comm_world,
& request,ierr)
call mpi_recv(Pnl l(l,(myid+l)*Nz/nprocs+l),Nr,
& mpi_double_precision,myid+1,11 ,mpi_comm_world,
& request,ierr)
call mpi_wait(request,status,ierr) 
endif 
endif
if(myid.EQ.O)then 
(0) At interior points 
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+1 )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=2,Nr-l 
Pnl2(ij)=CN/CD 
enddo 
enddo
Pnl2(l,l)=CN /CD
(2) At left side line points,i=l,j=2...Nz-l,T(0,j)=T(l,j) 
do j=2,Nz/nprocs 
Pn 12( 1 ,j )=CN/CD 
enddo
(6) At right side line points,i=Nr, j=2,Nz-l 
do j=2,Nz/nprocs 
Pnl2(Nr,j)=CN/CD 
enddo
c (7) At right top comer point,i=Nr,j=l 
Pnl2(Nr,l)=CN/CD
(8) At top side line (outlet) points,i=2,Nr-1 j= l ,  P_i,0=2*Pout-P_i,l 
do i=2,Nr-l 
Pnl2(i,l)=CN/CD 
enddo
else if(myid.GT.O.AND.myid.LT.(nprocs-l ))then
(0) At interior points 
do j=myid*Nz/nprocs+l ,(myid+l )*Nz/nprocs 
do i=2,Nr-l 
Pnl2(i,j)=CN/CD 
enddo 
enddo
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c (2) At left side line points,i=l j=2...N z-l,T(0j)=T(l j )  
do j=myid*Nz/nprocs+l ,(myid+l )*Nz/nprocs 
Pnl2(l,j)=CN/CD 
enddo
c (6) At right side line points,i=Nr, j=2,Nz-l
do j=myid*Nz/nprocs+l ,(myid+l)*Nz/nprocs
Pnl2(Nrj)=CN/CD
enddo
else if(myid.EQ.(nprocs-l))then 
c (0) At interior points
do j=(myid)*Nz/nprocs+1 ,Nz-1
do i=2,Nr-1
Pnl2(ij)=CN/CD
enddo
enddo
c (2) At left side line points,i=l j=2...N z-l,T(0j)=T(l j )  
do j=myid*Nz/nprocs+l ,Nz-1 
Pnl2(l j)=CN/CD 
enddo
c (3) at left bottom comer point (1 ,Nz)
Pnl2(l,Nz)=CN/CD 
c (4) At bottom side line points,i=2...Nr-1 j=Nz 
do i=2,Nr-l 
Pn 12(i,Nz)=CN/CD 
enddo
c (5) At bottom right comer point, i=Nr j=N z 
Pnl2(Nr,Nz)=CN/CD 
c (6) At right side line points,i=Nr, j=2,Nz-l 
do j=myid*Nz/nprocs+l ,Nz-l 
Pnl2(Nrj)=CN/CD 
enddo 
endif
if(nprocs.EQ. 1 )then 
c (3) At left bottom comer point (l,Nz)
Pnl 2( 1 ,Nz)=CN/CD 
c (4) At bottom side line points,i=2...Nr-l,j=Nz 
do i=2,Nr-l 
Pnl 2(i,Nz)=CN/CD 
enddo
c (5) At bottom right comer point, i=Nr j=N z 
Pn 12(Nr,Nz)=CN/CD 
endif
q ********************* update Density o f the solid* ***************** 
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr
Dsn 12(i,j )=CN/CD
enddo
enddo
c Check the convergence 
errmax=0.0d0 
ii=0
jj=0
global_errmax=O.OdO
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+1 ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr
err=abs(Pnl2(i,j)-Pnl l(ij)) 
if(err. gt. errmax)then 
errmax=err 
ii=i
jj=j
endif
err=abs(Dsnl2(ij)-Dsnl l(i,j)) 
if(err. gt. errmax)then 
errmax=err 
ii=i
jj=j
endif
enddo
enddo
C print* ,errmax,Dsn 12(10,10)
call mpi_reduce(errmax,global_errmax, 1 ,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
& MPI_MAX,0,mpi_comm_world,ierr)
call mpi_bcast(global_errmax, 1 ,mpi_double_preeision,0,
& mpi_comm_world,ierr)
C ncount=ncount+l
if(global_errmax.le.tol_Jacobi)goto 2 
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+1 ,(myid+1 )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
Pnl l(ij)= P n l2 (ij)
Dsnl l(ij)=D snl2(i,j)
enddo
enddo
goto 1
c Check overall convergence 
errmax=0.0 
global_errmax=0.0d0
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+1 ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr
err=abs(T snl 2(i,j)-T snl 0(i j))
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if(err.gt.errmax)then
errmax=err
endif
enddo
enddo
ncount=ncount+1
call mpi_reduce(errmax,global_errmax,l ,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION, 
& MPI_MAX,0,mpi_comm_world,ierr)
call mpi_bcast(global_errmax, 1 ,mpi_double_preeision,0,
& mpi_comm_world,ierr)
C if(myid.EQ.O)print*,Pn( 1,1)
if(global_errmax.LE.tol_all) goto 5 
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
PnlO (ij)=Pnl2(ij)
Dsn 10(ij )=Dsn 12(i j )
TsnlO(ij)=Tsnl2(ij)
enddo
enddo
goto 1111
g********** STEP THREE' Solve velocities ******************** 
c Update
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+1 )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr
Vg(i,j )=cMu(i j  ) * Rc * Tsn 12(i,j )/Pn 12(i,j )
enddo
enddo
c Move to the next time step 
n=n+l
do j=myid*(Nz/nprocs)+l ,(myid+l )*(Nz/nprocs) 
do i=l,Nr 
renew data... 
enddo 
enddo
11 call mpi fmalize(ierr)
g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  g f  p j - Q g J . £ J J J *  * * * * * * * * *  *  * * * * * *
end
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